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Abstract

In this dissertation I study bidding behavior in Internet auction markets. I focus on

practice called �multiple bidding�which occurs when a single bidder places numerous

bids throughout the same auction. Multiple bidding appears frequently in the data

but the incentives that motivate it are not well understood. In the �rst chapter I

develop a theoretical model in which multiple bidding is an equilibrium behavior by

rational bidders. The model has a dynamic auction with two bidders who can search

for outside prices while bidding in the auction. Each bidder has a search cost which

is her private information. When outside prices are private (independently drawn

and identically distributed), then, there is an equilibrium in which bidders with the

lower search costs bid only late and always search, while the bidders with higher

search costs bid both early and late and search as if they coordinated their search

decisions, i.e., the bidder with the lower search cost searches and the other bidder does

not. This equilibrium by itself provides an explanation of two frequently occurring

bidding patterns (late and multiple bidding).

In the second chapter I study experimentally the e¤ect of early bids in dynamic

auctions on how bidders search for outside prices. The design has two bidders partic-

ipating in an ascending clock-auction during which any one of the bidders can pause

the auction clock. This I interpret as placing an early bid. Once the auction is paused

both bidders can simultaneously search for an alternative outside price. Results indi-

cate that pausing decisions by subjects impact their subsequent searching for outside

prices, i.e., whether a subject decides to search or not depends on whether she has

paused the auction or not. Subjects behave as if they coordinated their searching

decisions: the bidder who pauses the auction also searches with high frequency and

the other bidder does not. Because this type of behavior increases both the e¢ ciency

and the pro�tability of the auction we favor the use of policies that promote early
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bidding in practice, such as, longer auctions and lower public reserve prices.
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Chapter 1

Multiple Bidding: A Theoretical Model.

1.1 Introduction

Understanding bidding behavior is the �rst step in building e¢ cient electronic mar-

kets. Bidding in online auctions, however, is no easy task. Before making a bid each

bidder must make several tough decisions regarding the amount and the timing of her

bid. Over time, many bidders �nd bidding strategies that are successful and continue

to use them. A few recent studies (i.e., Shah et al., 2004, Gonzales et al., 2004, and

Morgan and Hossain, 2003) collect data on bids from several Internet auction sites

and identify two bidding patterns that occur more frequently than others. The �rst is

formed by bidders who only bid close to the auction�s deadline - a practice called �late

bidding�- or place bid(s) only in the dying moments of the auction - a practice called

�sniping.�The second bidding pattern involves multiple bids by the same bidder that

are spaced out throughout the auction, i.e., she makes her initial bid early and then

revises it later as the auction nears its end. We will call this pattern of behavior

�multiple bidding.�Most of the current literature has focused on late bidding which

is commonly observed among experienced traders. Roth and Ockenfels (2002), for

instance, argue that one of the main advantages of late bidding is that it is a best

response to myopic behavior by bidders who increase their bids by an increment every

time they are outbid. Furthermore, in auctions that close at an exact speci�c time

(e.g., eBay), bidders might tacitly collude by bidding only in the last few seconds of

the auction. In light of this support for late bidding it seems puzzling that many

bidders in fact choose to bid early. What motivates multiple bidding and why it ap-

pears in the data almost as frequently as the late bidding remains an open question.

This paper provides an answer by developing a framework in which late and multiple
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bidding both emerge as a part of a single equilibrium.

Late and multiple bidding are common behaviors. Shah et al. (2004) analyzed the

bid histories of eBay auctions for Sony Playstation 2 and Nintendo consoles. In their

sample, 38% of all bidders placed a single bid in the last hour of the auction while

34% of bidders made multiple bids. In another study, Gonzales et al. (2004) looked at

computer monitor auctions on eBay. They found that there is at least one bidder who

bids more than once in 77% of all auctions in their sample. Similarly, Morgan and

Hossain (2003) conducted a �eld experiment and observed multiple bidding in 75%

of their auctions. More evidence of late and multiple bidding is found by Roth and

Ockenfels (2002), Bajari and Hortacsu (2003) and Yang et al. (2003). Given that so

many bidders use multiple bidding strategy, we must ask a following question: What

is the merit to placing multiple bids? In this paper we will construct an environment

in which multiple bidding is a product of optimal behavior by rational bidders. We

further demonstrate that in this environment, incentives for late bidding (or sniping)

do not entirely disappear. Thus, in the equilibrium of our model some bidders �nd

it optimal to bid several times while others will only bid late. Most importantly,

our equilibrium has a descriptive as well as intuitive appeal since it gives a rational

interpretation to both bidding patterns.

When could one bene�t from bidding multiple times? Our argument is based on

the idea of price searching. Bidders in Internet auctions are not necessarily interested

in buying the object at any price, but rather, they are looking for a good deal. In

the auction, if the price rises too high, they might decide to look for a better deal

elsewhere. What complicates the matter is that price searching is not easy and one

often has to go through a considerable e¤ort in order to �nd a good price. The cost of

this e¤ort varies across bidders. It might, for example, depend on a buyer�s location

or individual time constraints. For instance, a buyer looking for a car in Los Angeles

is going to have many opportunities to shop around at di¤erent dealers compared to

a buyer in Montana. Therefore, a buyer in Montana will �nd it much more di¢ cult
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to check di¤erent dealers and her only chance of �nding a car she wants could be

on the Internet. She can bene�t from signaling her high search costs to the other

bidders by making a high early bid. Then, when the bidder in Los Angeles is outbid,

she will realize that she faces an opponent who is not very �exible in terms of her

alternatives and she will respond by intensifying her search e¤orts. As a result, both

bidders bene�t. The �exible bidder bene�ts from a low price that she �nds and the

in�exible bidder bene�ts from reduced competition in the auction. The model we

propose in this paper is a simpli�cation of this story.

To study bidding behavior on Internet one has to recognize two distinguishing

features of Internet auction mechanism. The �rst is the dynamic structure. A typical

Internet auction normally spans several days and during this time bidders do not

permanently sit at their computers; they revise their bids in discrete time intervals.

Therefore, in our model an auction consists of a sequence of discrete time intervals

during which bidders submit their bids simultaneously. The second feature is proxy

bidding, which is implemented by numerous auction sites, including eBay. When a

bidder enters a proxy bid, the auction automatically bids for the bidder up to the

minimum of either the amount which is necessary to make her a winning bidder or

the amount of her proxy bid. Thus, proxy bidding e¤ectively gives the auction the

properties of a dynamic second-price auction.

In our model we consider two bidders who have a common valuation normalized

to one. The auction format is the simplest version of a dynamic second-price auction.

It has two bidding rounds: early and late. In both rounds bidders submit their bids

simultaneously. After the early round the second highest bid is publicly displayed as

the standing price. Between early and late bidding rounds bidders get a chance to

search for an outside price. This we call a �middle round.�The outside price is a

random draw from the unit interval. If a bidder searches she gets a price-draw but

has to pay her private search cost which was independently drawn for each bidder

before the auction. If she does not search, she moves directly into the late bidding
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round. Here both bidders submit another round of bids and the winner, the bidder

with the highest overall bid, pays the �nal auction price which equals to the highest

overall bid of her opponent.

We characterize two equilibria of this game. In the �rst equilibrium, all bidders

bid only in the late bidding round and search according to a threshold strategy, i.e., if

a bidder�s search cost is below a certain threshold she searches and if not she passes.

The outcome of this equilibrium is consistent with the late bidding observed in the

data but fails to explain multiple bidding. The second equilibrium is more interesting

and includes bidding activity in both bidding rounds. The equilibrium could be

divided into two parts: a multiple bidding part and a late bidding part. Multiple

bidding part is due to bidders who have su¢ ciently high search costs. Their early

bids are increasing in their search costs and allow �implicit coordination� of their

search decisions. In particular, when a bidder submits the highest bid in the early

bidding round, she can infer that she has higher search cost than the other bidder.

Therefore, she does not search and bids her valuation (one) in the late bidding round.

On the other hand, the low bidder will search in the middle round because she can

infer that her opponent is not searching; therefore, she can only win the auction

at the price of one, which would give her a payo¤ of zero. Thus, she can improve

her payo¤ by �nding an outside price which is almost surely less than one1. After

returning back to the auction in the late bidding round she would not bid more that

her best alternative, i.e., the outside price. In this part of the equilibrium bidders

with su¢ ciently high search costs generate multiple bidding.

The late bidding part of this equilibrium is formed by bidders with only low search

costs. These bidders bid just late in the auction and always search. To see an intuition

suppose that a bidder has a very low search cost, e.g., zero. For instance a bidder

lives right next to �ve di¤erent car dealerships and can easily check out the prices

1In our model the search costs are su¢ ciently low so that searching will almost always generate
positive expected payo¤.
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on her way home from work. Then, she might want to search irrespective of whether

she expects her opponent to search as well. It makes no sense for her to bid early in

the auction, because if she did, then she would be risking winning the auction at a

higher price than what her best outside o¤er could be. Therefore, she will check the

prices at the car dealers �rst and only then she will bid her best outside o¤er late in

the auction.

To summarize, in this equilibrium bidders with search cost below a certain thresh-

old always search and always bid just late in the auction. On the other hand, bidders

with search cost above the threshold bid in both bidding rounds and search only if

they were outbid in the early round. One interesting feature of the equilibrium is

that bidders who bid multiple times also search as if they were able to coordinate

their search decisions: the low-cost bidder searches and the other passes.

The paper most closely related to ours is by Hossain (2003). He constructs a model

in which some bidders are fully informed about their private valuations for the object

and the remaining bidders have to learn their valuations from signals they receive

throughout the auction. Bidding takes place in a dynamic second-price auction with

discrete bidding rounds - an environment very much like ours. In each round the

uninformed bidder observes the standing price and receives a private signal about

whether her true valuation is above or below the standing price. In equilibrium the

uninformed bidder revises her bid in every round as long as her signal is positive and

quits bidding when the signal turns negative. Informed bidders bid just once, i.e.,

early, if their valuations are su¢ ciently low, and late, if they are su¢ ciently high.

Gradual learning of her value by the uninformed bidder drives the bidding in the

equilibrium of this model. Our model di¤ers in numerous respects, for example, it

is symmetric, the information acquisition in our model is endogenous and costly and

our model is driven by outside price discovery instead of value discovery.

A similar framework to ours was proposed by Rasmussen (2001). In his model, two

bidders, one informed and one uninformed, bid in a dynamic auction. The uninformed
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bidder can learn her private value but has to pay a discovery cost. In equilibrium

the uninformed bidder has an incentive to place an early, �preemptive bid�which

increases in her cost and which allows her to avoid paying the discovery cost whenever

she wins the auction with that bid. Once she is outbid then she invests in discovering

her true value. Information acquisition is endogenous in the same spirit as it is in

our case and the early bidding re�ects the trade-o¤ between the cost of information

versus the bene�t of winning the auction when it�s pro�table. Our framework di¤ers

from Rasmussen�s in that he focuses on the process of individual value discovery

which causes bidders to bid late in the equilibrium. In our case we model the process

of price searching which motivates bidders to bid early. Furthermore, we consider

symmetric bidders and our auction mechanism is explicitly modeled.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In the next section we set up our model.

Then, in section two we �rst characterize two equilibria that exist in the environment

with common outside prices and then we do the same for the environment with

independent and private outside prices. Section four then looks at welfare properties

of both equilibria. Lastly, we conclude by a short discussion of our results.

1.2 The Model

We construct a model of an auction which is similar to auctions commonly found on

the Internet. The prime di¤erences between the Internet-type auctions and standard

"textbook" auction formats are multiple bidding rounds, proxy-bidding and availabil-

ity of outside buying opportunities. In this section we integrate these features into

our model.

There are two identical units of the same object for sale. Both objects are worthless

to the seller(s), i.e., v0 = 0; where the zero-index indicates the seller(s). The �rst unit

is sold in the auction. The second unit is sold outside of the auction for a posted

price. There are two buyers, i 2 fA;Bg; who bid in the auction. Both are risk neutral
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and have common valuation, i.e. vA = vB = 1. Before the auction closes, both buyers

may invoke a private o¤er (outside price), qi, on a second unit. The outside price is a

random draw from the uniform distribution, i.e., qi v U [0; 1]: To obtain it, a bidder i
has to pay a search cost ci v U [0; 1=2]; which is drawn independently for each bidder
before the auction. A type of the bidder is her search cost.

The game has three rounds: the early (bidding) round, the middle (searching)

round, and the late (bidding) round, i.e., r 2 fe;m; lg. The bidding format is a

dynamic (two-round), second-price auction. Bidding takes place in the early and

late round. Each bidding round, r 2 fe; lg, begins with both bidders simultaneously

placing their bid bi;r 2 [0; 1]. In the second round, let Bi = max
k2fe;lg

bi;k be the highest

bid submitted by bidder i. For example, the highest bid of bidder A in the second

bidding round is BA = max[bA;e; bA;l]. At the beginning of each round all bidders

observe the current auction price. The their prices corresponding to the three rounds

are: pe; pm; pl. The opening price in the auction is set to zero, i.e., pe = 0: Notice that

since no bidding takes place in the middle round the prices at the start of the middle

and late round must be the same pm = pl. We call pm the starting price. It equals to

second highest early bid, min[bA;e; bB;e]:Finally, after the auction closes there is �nal

auction price, pf , which equals to the second highest overall bid2, min[BA; BB]:

The auction begins with the early bidding round. All bidders observe pe = 0

and then simultaneously place bids in the auction. In the middle round, each bidder

�rst observes the standing price, pm; and whether she is the current high bidder.3

Then, both bidders decide whether they want to search for the outside price, qi. If

bidder i searches, then she incurs a search cost, ci, and gets a price-draw, qi;, where

qi v U [0; 1]. In the late bidding round bidders submit another round of bids. After all
2At any point in the auction a single bidder can have only a single valid bid placed in the auction.

Hence, if a bidder raises her early bid then her old lower bid is automatically canceled and she is
committed to her new higher bid. With this rule it cannot happen that a bidder would set a price
for herself.

3The current high bidder is the one who would be awarded the object if the auction ended at
that moment.
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bids are submitted the auction closes and any bidder who has searched can purchase

the object for her outside price.

Denote Hr a set of all histories in round r. Then, He contains a single element

he = pe = 0: Hm contains all histories hm � fpm;Wg; where the �rst element is

pm 2 [0; 1]; the current standing price after the early bidding round. The second

element, W 2 fA;Bg; gives the index of the current high bidder.

W (bA;1; bB;1; �) =

8>><>>:
A if

bA;1 > bB;1 or
bA;1 = bB;1 and the tie is broken in A�s favor4

� if bA;1 = bB;1 = 0
B if otherwise

;

Note that if bi;e = 0, then W 6= i, i.e., in our framework bidding zero has exactly the

same e¤ect as not bidding at all. Finally, Hl contains all elements hl = fhe; qig: If a

bidder didn�t search then no outside price was drawn and we set qi = 1:

To examine the payo¤s let � i 2 f0; 1g be an indicator of whether bidder i has

searched, (� i = 1), or passed, (� i = 0). Similarly, let i 2 f0; 1g be the indicator of

whether i has bought the unit for the o¤ered price qi, (i = 1) or not, (i = 0). The

ex-post payo¤ to bidder i if she had won the auction is given by

Vi(� i; i) =

8<:
1� pf � ci � qi if � i = 1 and i = 1
1� pf � ci if � i = 1 and i = 0
1� pf if � i = 0

:

Her payo¤ in case she had lost the auction is given by

Vi(� i; i) =

8<:
1� ci � qi if � i = 1 and i = 1
�ci if � i = 1 and i = 0
0 if � i = 0

:

A strategy for a bidder i is a triple

(�i;e(ci); � i(ci;h1); �i;l(ci; h2));

where �i;e : [0; 1=2]! [0; 1] is the early-round bidding function; � i : [0; 1=2]�f[0; 1]�

fA;Bgg ! [0; 1] is the probability of searching in the middle round and �i;l : [0; 1=2]�

f[0; 1]� fA;Bg � [0; 1]g ! [0; 1] is the bidding function in the late round.
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1.3 Equilibrium

In this section we characterize the equilibria of this model. Our solution concept is

Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium. We restrict our attention to equilibria in symmetric,

pure and undominated strategies. Notice, that due to symmetry restriction, a strategy

has no bidder subscript, i.e., (�e(ci); �(ci;h1); �l(ci; h2)): Furthermore, considering

only pure strategies implies that in the middle round each bidder either searches or

passes with probability one, i.e. � : [0; 1=2]� f[0; 1]� fA;Bgg ! f0; 1g:

Finally, we do not allow the use of dominated strategies in equilibrium. The

standard argument, due to Vickrey (1961), by which value bidding is a (weakly)

dominant strategy in the second-price sealed-bid auction applies to our context as

well. In the late bidding round, if the bidder did not search, then if she loses the

auction she gets a zero payo¤. This is equivalent to setting her outside price to 1,

i.e., qi = 1. If she did search then her outside price is drawn from the unit interval,

i.e., qi 2 [0; 1]. The value of the outside price completely de�nes bidder i�s maximum

willingness to pay for the object in the late round. This puts us to Vickrey�s world in

which bidding qi is an undominated strategy. In the rest of the paper we will assume

that bidders bid their outside prices in the late round.

Assumption: In the late bidding round a bidder bids her outside price, i.e.

�l(ci;hl) = qi:

We will use this assumption to characterize bidders�behavior in the late bidding

round. This implies that our equilibria in this section di¤er in their prescribed be-

havior solely in the early and middle rounds of the game, i.e. early round bids and

searching decisions.
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1.3.1 Common Price Draws.

In this section we present a version of our model in which price draws are common,

i.e., qA = qB = q, where q v U [0; 1]: Both bidders get the same draw if they decide to
search. We focus our attention on two classes of equilibria: separating and pooling.

De�nition: Any symmetric equilibrium in which bidders use an increasing bid-

ding function in the early bidding round is a separating equilibrium. Any symmetric

equilibrium in which bidders bid the same amount in the early bidding round is a

pooling equilibrium.

Below we characterize two equilibria. The �rst is separating and the second is

pooling. We start by looking at the expected payo¤s in the middle round. Here, a

bidder�s payo¤ from searching or passing will depend on whether she was outbid after

the early bidding round. There are two cases: W = A and W = B. We look at these

two cases in turn.

Suppose �rst that in the middle round bidder A is the high bidder, i.e., bA � bB
and the history is hm 2 fbB; Ag. If she searches then she pays her search cost cA.

With probability �B bidder B also searches in which case if the outside price was less

than the standing price, q � bB, A wins the auction at the standing price pm = bB:

In the opposite case, q > bB; A pays the outside price whether she wins the auction

or not. With probability (1 � �B) B does not search and bids 1: Then, A loses the

auction and pays the outside price q. A�s expected payo¤ from searching is

V S(cA;hm) = �B

�Z bB

0

(1� bB)dq +
Z 1

bB

(1� q)dq
�
+ (1.1)

(1� �B)
�Z 1

0

(1� q)dq
�
� cA

=
1� �B
2

+
�B
2
(1� b2B)� cA:

When A passes she revises her bid to 1 in the late bidding round. Then, the

only case when A gets a positive payo¤ is when B also searches. This happens with
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probability �B. In that case A wins the auction with certainty and pays bB when

q � bB or pays q when q � bB. Her payo¤ form passing is

V P (cA;hm) = �B

�Z bB

0

(1� bB)dq +
Z 1

bB

(1� q)dq
�

(1.2)

=
�B
2
(1� b2B):

Now we turn to the second case in which bidder B is the high bidder after the

early round, i.e., bA � bB and hm = fbA; Bg. Notice that in our auction bidder A

does not observe bB. However, in order to avoid unnecessary complications let us

suppose for a moment that bB were observable to both bidders. This will simplify our

expressions considerably and illustrate the intuition behind the payo¤s.

When A searches, then she pays her search cost cA and gets the outside price.

Since she is the low bidder she takes the outside price when q � bB and she bids the

outside price in the late bidding round when q > bB. In either case she pays q which

gives her an expected payo¤ from searching

V S(cA;hm) =

Z 1

0

(1� q)dq � cA =
1

2
� cA: (1.3)

In the opposite case when A does not search she raises her late round bid to 1.

Since 1 � bB she outbids bidder B�s early bid and the auction�s standing price jumps

to bB. Then, with probability �B, B searches and takes the outside price when q � bB
and bids q when q > bB. Hence, A wins the auction and pays bB in the former case

and q in the latter. This gives her an expected payo¤5

V P (cA;hm) = �B

�Z bB

0

(1� bB)dq +
Z 1

bB

(1� q)dq
�

(1.4)

=
�B
2
(1� b2B):

Expressions (1.2) and (1.4) are exactly equivalent.

5Here we make use of our temporary assumption that A is able to observe the high bid bB . Then,
A�s expected payo¤ is largely simpli�ed. Without this assumption we would have to integrate over
the relevant types of bidder B.
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The following strategy pro�le is the multiple-bidding equilibrium.

Proposition 1: There is an multiple-bidding (MBcd)6 equilibrium in which

each bidder uses an increasing bidding function in the early bidding round and bids

min[q; 1], in the late bidding round. In the middle round the low bidder searches and

the high bidder passes. Bidder i uses

�e(ci) =
p
2ci

in the early round,

�(ci;hm) =

�
0 if W = i
1 if otherwise

in the middle round and

�l(ci;hl) = q

in the late round. All information sets are on equilibrium path and hence beliefs are

determined by the equilibrium strategies.

Proof: Appendix.

An interesting feature of this equilibrium is that bidders implicitly coordinate7

their search decisions in the middle round. The high bidder passes while the low

bidder searches. More importantly because the equilibrium is monotone it is the

bidder with the lower search cost that is outbid in the early round and searches in the

middle round. As will be seen later, this type of coordinated search has an impact on

the e¢ ciency of the market. What makes the coordination of search possible is that

bidders follow searching-when-losing strategy.

De�nition: A strategy by which a bidder "searches when she is losing (after the

early biding round) and passes otherwise" we call the searching-when-losing strategy.

6MBcd refers to multiple-bidding (equilibrium) in common price draws case.
7The word coordinate implies some sort of communication on the part of the bidders. Since our

environment is purely non-cooperative we want to emphasize that the coordination in our case is
implicit - or, in other words, in the equilibrium bidders act as if they coordinated.
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The searching-when-losing strategy makes the equilibrium strong in the following

sense: when bidders use the searching-when-losing strategy in the continuation game

(middle round), then bidding
p
2ci is a weakly dominant strategy for bidder i 2

fA;Bg, i.e., it is the best response to any bid by the other bidder. To see the

intuition behind this consider what happens when A bids slightly more or slightly

less, i.e., when
p
2cA � � for an arbitrarily small and positive �. We will only

illustrate the upward deviation,
p
2cA+�, but the same logic applies to the opposite

case of
p
2cA ��: Take an arbitrary bid bB, by bidder B. If bB <

p
2cA; then both

bids,
p
2cA and

p
2cA +�; win the auction and in both cases A gets the same payo¤

(1.2) where �B = 1. Alternatively, if
p
2cA+� < bB; then A loses the auction in both

cases and her payo¤s from both bids are the same, i.e., given by (1.3) where �B = 0.

The only case in which payo¤s from bidding
p
2cA versus

p
2cA+� di¤er is when

p
2cA � bB <

p
2cA +�: In this case, bidding bA causes A to become the low bidder

after the early bidding round,W = B, and her expected payo¤ is given by (1.3) where

�B = 0, i.e.,
1

2
� cA =

1

2
� (
p
2cA)

2

2
: (1.5)

Now consider what happens when A bids
p
2cA +� instead. Then, she becomes the

high bidder, W = A, and her payo¤ is given by (1.2), where �B = 1, i.e.,

1

2
� b

2
B

2
: (1.6)

The optimality of bA requires that (1.5) is as least as big as (1.6) which is true

since
p
2cA � bB: Similar arguments apply for the deviation in the opposite direction,

bA ��:

One may wonder whether there are any other increasing bidding functions that

could support the MBcd equilibrium. The answer is no as established by the following

corollary

Corollary 1: The multiple-bidding equilibrium given in Proposition 1 is a unique

separating equilibrium in symmetric, undominated and pure strategies.
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Proof: Appendix.

There is another equilibrium which produces empirically relevant behavior: a

late-bidding equilibrium. In this equilibrium all bidders bid zero in the early bidding

round, i.e., bid just late. Recall that in the early bidding round a zero bid, i.e. bi = 0,

has the same e¤ect as if the bidder did not bid at all �a bidder cannot become the

high bidder with a zero bid just as she cannot become the high bidder if she hasn�t

bid at all. There exists an equilibrium in which all bidders bid zero in the early

bidding round and then search according to a threshold strategy in the middle round.

A threshold strategy is a value ĉ 2 [0; 1=2] such that all bidders with ci < ĉ search

and the rest pass.

The next proposition gives the equilibrium.

Proposition 2: There is a late-bidding (LBcd)8 equilibrium in which all bidders

bid zero in the early bidding round and bid their outside price in the late bidding

round. Search decisions follow cut-o¤ strategies, such that all types with low search

costs, i.e., ci < 1=4; search and types with high search costs, i.e., ci > 1=4; pass.

Bidder i uses

�e(ci) = 0

in the early round,

�(ci;hm) =

�
1 if ci < 1=4
0 if otherwise

in the middle round and

�l(ci;hl) = q

in the late round. For all histories fhm 2 Hm j pm > 0g bidder i believes that

cj � U [0; 1=4]:

Proof: Appendix.

8LBcd refers to the late-bidding equilibrium in common price draws case.
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In the equilibrium above all bidders pass in the early bidding round. In that

case the history hm is f0;�g, i.e., the standing price equals to the starting price and

neither of the bidders is the high bidder after the early bidding round. The main

di¤erence between this equilibrium and the multiple-bidding equilibrium is that in

this case the history will reveal nothing about bidders�respective types (search costs),

and hence, the bidders will remain uncertain about whether their opponent is going

to be searching or passing. This causes all bidders for whom searching is relatively

cheap (c < 1=4) to search and the others for whom searching is costly (c > 1=4) to

pass.

The pattern of behavior which appears in the LBcd equilibrium is consistent

with the empirical evidence of late bidding that we outlined in the introduction.

The equilibrium, however, su¤ers from a coordination problem. Since bidders use a

threshold strategy in the middle round it will be the case that with positive probability

both bidders search. This is wasteful and cannot be a Pareto e¢ cient outcome as one

could for example generate extra surplus by having one of the bidders pass instead

and save the search cost.

1.3.2 Independent Price Draws

In this section we relax the assumption of common price draws and consider the case

in which price draws are i.i.d., qi � U [0; 1] for i 2 fA;Bg. This assumption seems

more realistic. One could argue that people do not shop in the same store which was

one of the interpretations of the common price draws. We will illustrate the impact

of independent price draws on the behaviors in our two equilibria from the previous

section. A remarkable result of this section is that the heterogeneity of price draws

gives rise to a new multiple-bidding equilibrium in which a portion of low-cost bidders

bid just late. In what follows we characterize two equilibria that are very similar to

our equilibria from the previous section. Both are new versions of the late-bidding
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equilibrium and the multiple-bidding equilibrium respectively.

The next proposition gives the late-bidding equilibrium.

Proposition 3: There is a late-bidding (LBpd)9 equilibrium in which all bidders

bid zero in the early round and bid their outside prices in the late bidding round.

Search decisions follow a threshold strategy, such that all types with low search costs,

i.e., ci < 3=10; search and types with high search costs, i.e., ci > 3=10; pass. Bidder

i uses

�e(ci) = 0

in the early round

�(ci;hm) =

�
1 if ci < 3=10
0 if otherwise

in the middle round and

�l(ci;hl) = q

in the late round. For all histories fhm 2 Hm j pm > 0g bidder i believes that

cj � U [0; 3=10]:

Proof: Appendix.

The equilibrium is almost identical to LBcd equilibrium from the previous section.

The only element that changes is the value of the threshold. In the LBcd equilibrium

it was the case that when both bidders searched they both received the same price

draw from the unit interval. Hence, on average, the �nal auction price was just equal

to the average of the unit interval, i.e., 1=2. With private price draws, however, if

both bidders search, then each bidder makes her own draw. Then, after the late

bidding round, the �nal auction price will just become the lower of the two outside

prices, min[qA; qB]. Hence, the expected �nal auction price in this case is the value

of the second order statistic from a sample of two, i.e., 1=3. The extra gain that the

9LBpd refers to the late-bidding equilibrium in private price draws case.
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additional draw brings to the table causes the threshold value to increase in the LBpd

equilibrium.

Next we investigate how the private price draws a¤ect the multiple-bidding equi-

librium. Recall that in the MBcp equilibrium all bidders place strictly positive bids.

However, this could not be an equilibrium in private price draws case since then some

low search cost types would �nd it pro�table to deviate to bidding just late. The rea-

son for this is that when bidders have su¢ ciently low search costs, drawing two outside

prices is pro�table because the second draw lowers the expected �nal auction price.

To illustrate, if both bidders bid late and both search then each bidder�s expected

surplus from trading is 1 � 1=3 � ci: If on the other hand one of them passes while

the other still searches, then the former gets 1� 1=2 and the latter gets 1� 1=2� ci.

Clearly, there is a threshold type ĉi who is just indi¤erent between searching and

passing, i.e., 1 � 1=3 � ĉi = 1 � 1=2. In a new equilibrium bidders with su¢ ciently

low search cost, i.e., ci � 1=6, bid just late and both search. The remaining types

use strategy pro�le of MBcp equilibrium, both bid early and late and only the bidder

who was outbid in the early round searches.

Proposition 4: There is a symmetric multiple-bidding (MBpd)10 equilibrium in

which bidder i 2 fA;Bg, with search cost ci � 1=6 uses an increasing bidding function

in the early bidding round and bids her outside price in the late bidding round. If her

search cost is low, i.e., ci < 1=6; than she bids zero in the early round. In the middle

round a bidder passes whenever she is the high bidder (W = i) and her search cost

is su¢ ciently high, i.e., ci � 1=6. Otherwise, she searches. Bidder i 2 fA;Bg bids11

�e(ci) =

�
0 if ci < 1=6p
2ci if ci � 1=6

;

10MBpd refers to the multiple-bidding equilibrium in private price draws case.
11The strategies pro�le describes the equilibrium path. The full characterization of the best

response strategies that form the equilibrium is given in the Appendix.
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in the early round,

�(ci;hm) =

�
0 if W = i and ci � 1=6
1 if otherwise

;

in the middle round and

�l(ci;h2) = qi

in the late round. For all histories fhm 2 Hm j 0 < pm <
p
1=3g bidder i believes

that cj � U [0; 1=6], where j 6= i.

Proof: Appendix.

When price-draws are independent each bidder realizes extra private gains from

searching which induces some bidder-types (those with low search costs) to bid zero

in the early bidding round. In the equilibrium early bidding is an attempt to avoid

searching when it is relatively costly to search, while the late bidding is interpreted

as the response to potentially large gains from searching when searching is relatively

cheap. Just as it was the case in the MBcd equilibrium, it is also true here, that

at all times at least one of the bidders searches. The main di¤erence is that in the

MBpd equilibrium it can happen that both bidders search. These are precisely the

bidders who also bid zero in the early bidding round. The power of the equilibrium

is in explaining both major empirical bidding regularities within the same incentive

structure.

1.4 Welfare Comparisons

Our model contains two types of equilibria: the late-bidding (LBcd/LBpd) equilib-

rium and, the multiple-bidding (MBcd/MBpd) equilibrium. In this section we com-

pare these two types of equilibria in terms of how they divide the surplus between

buyers and sellers, both when price draws are common and when they are indepen-

dent.
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Figure 1.1. Equilibrium Behavior - Common Draws
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1.4.1 Common Price Draws

We begin by looking at the simpler, common price draws case, in which qA = qB = q.

Throughout this section we will use Figure 1.1 to guide us. In the LBcd equilibrium

whether a bidder searches or passes depends on whether her search cost is above or

below the threshold 1=4. Figure 1.1 splits the type space into four regions and then

highlights three areas with di¤erent equilibrium behavior, i.e., in A1 both bidders

search in A2 one bidder searches the other passes and in A3 both pass. The behavior

in the MBcd equilibrium is the same in all three areas A1-A3, i.e., one bidder searches

and the other passes. We will focus our attention on the shaded region in which

cB � cA: The picture is symmetric around the 45� line.

In each equilibrium two units can be traded �one in the auction and the second

for the outside price. The total surplus depends on how many units sell and how

many buyers have searched. In the MBcd equilibrium only the more e¢ cient buyer
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searches and both units sell with certainty. Therefore the total (ex-post) surplus is

�MBcd = 2� cB.

In the LBcd equilibrium both items sell with probability 3=4 (areas A1 and A2)

and only a single item is sold with probability 1=4 (area A3): With probability 1=4

both bidders search (area A1) and with probability 1=2 only the more e¢ cient buyer

searches (area A2): Finally, with probability 1=4 neither of the two buyers searches

(area A3). The total (ex-post) surplus in this equilibrium is

�LBcd =

8<:
2� cB � cA if (cA; cB) 2 A1
2� cA if (cA; cB) 2 A2
1 if (cA; cB) 2 A3

:

We compare the two equilibria in terms of their expected surpluses, i.e., we evaluate

E(cA;cB)[�
MBcd] and E(cA;cB)[�

LBcd].

Observation 1: In the MBcd equilibrium the total (ex-ante) surplus is 11=6

which is greater than the surplus of 13=8 in the LBcd equilibrium.

The surplus is lower in the LBcd equilibrium because bidders are unable to avoid

outcomes (Search, Search) and (Pass, Pass). The former decreases total surplus

because the buyer with the higher search cost (buyer A) searches and incurs the cost

but creates no extra surplus. The latter decreases total surplus because the second

object does not sell. Since the support of the search-cost distribution is su¢ ciently

low, it is always surplus enhancing for at least one bidder to search.

Next, we look at the division of surplus between buyers and sellers. In the MBcd

equilibrium both buyers make nontrivial early bids which causes the standing price

to increase, i.e., pm = �e(cB). Then, in the middle round only the lower cost buyer,

B, searches. Buyer B then pays the outside price, q, with certainty while buyer A

pays the max[q; pm]. Below, we break down the total surplus between buyers (the

�rst term) and the sellers (the second term), i.e.,

2� (q +max[q; pm])� cB; q +max[q; pm]:
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Table 1.1. Surplus Di¤erences Between Equilibria - Common Draws.

Buyers Sellers Total

A1 1/48 1/48 1/24

A2 1/16 1/16 0

A3 1/12 1/12 1/6

A1+A2+A3 1/24 1/6 5/24

In the LBcd equilibrium both buyers bid zero in the early bidding round and

search only if ci � 1=4, where i 2 fA;Bg. In area A1 both buyers search and both

pay the outside price, q. In area A2 only the more e¢ cient buyer, B, searches and

since the standing price is zero, i.e., pm = 0, both pay the outside price, q: Finally, in

A3, both buyers pass and bid 1 in the late round, i.e., both get zero. The breakdown

of ex-post surplus between buyers and sellers is8<:
2(1� q)� cB � cA; 2q if (cA; cB) 2 A1
2(1� q)� cB; 2q if (cA; cB) 2 A2
0; 1 if (cA; cB) 2 A3

:

Table 1.1 gives the di¤erences in (ex-ante) surplus that buyers and sellers get in

the MBcd versus LBcd equilibrium for each respective area A1, A2 and A3. It allows

a direct comparison of buyer and seller surplus.

Observation 2: By comparing the MBcd and the LBcd equilibria we �nd that:

Sellers are unambiguously (in all areas A1-A3) better o¤ in the MBcd equilibrium

than in the LBcd equilibrium.

Buyers are on average (A1+A2+A3 > 0) better o¤ in MBcd equilibrium than in

the LBcd equilibrium.
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In MBcd equilibrium buyers lose some surplus in the area A2. This happens

because in A2 the search behavior is the same in both equilibria, i.e., the lower cost

bidder searches and the other bidder passes, but in MBcd equilibrium bidders transfer

extra surplus to the seller(s) by way of early bidding. It could be nicely seen from the

table where in A2 the loss by buyers becomes the gain by sellers. However, buyers are

on average better o¤ in MBcd equilibrium since the loss in A2 is recouped in A1 and

A3. In A1 and A2 buyer bene�t from the ability to search in a coordinated manner

which is not the case in the LBcd equilibrium.

1.4.2 Independent Price Draws

We perform the same type of comparison as in the previous section but this time for

the case of private valuations, i.e., we compare LBpd and MBpd equilibria. Figure

1.2 is a counterpart of Figure 1.1 for this section. It shows the areas with di¤erent

equilibrium behavior in MBpd and LBpd equilibrium. Areas B1, B2 [ B4 and B3 [

B5 [ B6 describe di¤erent equilibrium behavior in the MBpd equilibrium and areas

B1 [ B2 [ B3 and B4 [ B5 [ B6 do the same for the case of LBpd equilibrium.

Hence, we have six areas to consider.

In the MBpd equilibrium both units always sell and the buyer with lower search

cost, B, always searches. The other buyer, A, searches only if her search cost is

su¢ ciently low, i.e., cA � 1=6. Hence, the the total (ex-post) surplus in the MBpd

equilibrium is given by

�MBpd =

�
2� cB � cA if (cA; cB) 2 B1
2� cB if (cA; cB) 2 B2-B6

:

In the LBpd equilibrium both items sell with probability 21=25 (areas B1-B5) and

only a single item is sold with probability 4=25 (area B6):With probability 9=25 both

buyers search (areas B1-B3) and with probability 12=25 only buyer B searches (areas

B4-B5). Finally, with probability 4=25 both buyers pass (area B6). Hence, the total
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Figure 1.2. Equilibrium Behavior - Private Draws
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surplus in this equilibrium is given by

�LBpd =

8<:
2� cB � cA if (cA; cB) 2 B1-B3
2� cB if (cA; cB) 2 B4-B5
1 if (cA; cB) 2 B6

:

We are interested in the expected surplus for each equilibrium, i.e, E[�MBpd] and

E[�LBpd].

Observation 3: In the MBpd equilibrium the total (ex-ante) surplus is 1:82: In

the LBpd equilibrium the (ex-ante) surplus is 1:66.

Next we look at the division of surplus between buyers and sellers. We �rst focus

on the MBpd equilibrium. In the area B1 both buyers bid zero in the early round

and then search. Hence, both of them pay min[qA; qB], one in the auction and the

other in outside the auction. In areas B2 and B4 only buyer B searches and the other

buyer passes. Since buyer B bids zero in the early round the standing price remains

at zero, i.e., pm = 0, and hence, both buyers pay qB. Finally, in areas B3, B5 and B6,

both buyers bid positive amounts in the early round raising the standing price above

zero. Hence, buyer qB and buyer A wins wins he auction and pays min[qB; pm]. The
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Table 1.2. Surplus Di¤erences Between Equilibria - Private Draws.

Buyers Sellers Total

B2 0.018 0.06 0.042

B3 0.021 0.039 0.018

B5 0.05 0.05 0

B6 0.042 0.059 0.101

B2+B3+B5+B6 0.047 0.208 0.161

(ex-post) surpluses of buyers (the �rst term) and sellers (the second term) are8<:
2(1�min[qA; qB])� cB � cA; 2min[qA; qB] if (cA; cB) 2 B1
2(1� qB)� cB; 2qB if (cA; cB) 2 B2 [ B4
2� qB �max[qB; pm]� cB; qB +max[qB; pm] if (cA; cB) 2 B3 [ B5 [ B6

:

In the LBpd equilibrium the division of the surplus is almost the same as it was for

the LBcd equilibrium in the preceding section. The only di¤erence is that here, in

areas B1-B3, buyers realize extra gains from an additional price draw. Both pay the

�nal price equal to min[qA; qB]. The division of surplus is8<:
2(1�min[qA; qB])� cB � cA; 2min[qA; qB] if (cA; cB) 2 B1-B3
2(1� qB)� cB; 2qB if (cA; cB) 2 B4-B5
0; 1 if (cA; cB) 2 B6

:

In Table 1.2 the entries represent di¤erences in expected surplus between MBpd

and LBpd equilibria. We can compare gains and losses for buyers and seller(s) re-

spectively. We exclude areas B1 and B4 since in these areas the equilibrium behavior

is the same for both MBpd and LBpd, i.e., both equilibria give the same surplus.

Observation 4: By comparingMBpd and LBpd equilibria we �nd that:

Sellers are never (areas B1-B6) worse o¤ in the MBpd equilibrium than in the

LBpd equilibrium and often they are better o¤ (areas B2-B5 and B6).

Buyers are on average worse o¤ in the MBpd equilibrium than in the LBpd equi-

librium.
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Surprisingly, buyers�gain in the MBcd relative to the LBcv equilibrium when price

draws are common (Table 1.1), but lose when price draws become independent (Table

1.2.). In either case, the equilibrium with multiple bidding (MBcd/MBpd) is more

e¢ cient than the corresponding late-bidding (LBcd/LBpd) equilibrium. However,

while the extra surplus in the MBcd equilibrium (common price-draws) is shared

by buyers and sellers, the extra surplus in the MBpd equilibrium (independent price-

draws) is entirely captured by the sellers. Parts of equilibrium where buyers are worse

o¤ in the MBpd than in the LBpd equilibrium are in areas B2, B3 and B5. In the

reminder of this section we examine what causes this phenomenon.

The reason why are buyers better o¤ in the multiple-bidding equilibrium when

prices are common but worse o¤ when prices are private is mainly due to the fact

that in the private prices case searching by both bidders is not purely wasteful as it

is in the case of common prices. In private prices case the second draw is valuable to

the buyers and may considerably lower the price for both them. This marginal gain

of the second draw is most mainly important in the late-bidding equilibrium where

both buyers often search (when both cA, cB � 3=10) and the standing price is always

at zero. However, in the multiple bidding equilibrium the marginal contribution of

the extra draw is rarely realized (only when both cA, cB � 1=6) because most of

the buyer-types bid multiple times and only one of them searches. This accounts for

buyer losses in areas B2 and B3. In area B5 the search behavior is the same in both

equilibria and hence buyer loss is a pure transfer from buyers to the seller(s) via early

bidding.

1.5 Conclusion

Empirical studies of bidding behavior in Internet auctions show that large proportion

of bidders bid multiple times while others bid only at the end. We designed a model

that incorporates two key features found in typical Internet auction: bidding takes
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place in multiple and discrete rounds and proxy bidding is allowed. There are two

types of equilibria. In the �rst equilibrium some bidders bid multiple times and some

only bid late. In the second equilibrium all bidders bid late. The �rst equilibrium

shows that we can see both multiple bidding and late bidding in an auction where all

bidders are rational. The key to this �nding is that the bidders face di¤erent costs of

searching for outside prices. Buyers with high search costs bid multiple times, while

those with low search costs only bid late. The main distinguishing feature of my

model from other models of multiple bidding is that it is symmetric and does not rely

on some buyers being uninformed about their private values at the beginning of the

auction.

We considered two cases: common outside prices (the outside price is the same

for both bidders) and independent outside prices (each bidder draws her own outside

price). The late-bidding (LBcd/LBpd) equilibria exist in both cases and are virtually

identical. The equilibrium in which bidders bid multiple times also exists in both cases

but these equilibria vary substantially from one case to the other. When outside prices

are common all bidders bid multiple times �MBcp equilibrium. On the other hand

when outside prices are independent only the high-search-cost bidders bid multiple

times while the rest bid late �MBpd equilibrium. The timing of the bids depends on

the statistical structure of the outside prices. The case of independent outside prices

is more realistic and the equilibrium in this case generates both the late and multiple

bidding behaviors which �ts nicely with the empirical patterns found in the bidding

data.

Finally, we addressed some issues regarding welfare implications. According to

our expectations we found that multiple-bidding (MBcd/MBpd) equilibrium domi-

nates the late-bidding (LBcd/LBpd) equilibrium in terms of total surplus. This is

due to the fact that bidders in the MBcd/MBpd equilibrium search in coordinated

manner and both of them always trade which is not the case in the LBcd/LBpd

equilibrium. However, a surprising result appears when we look at the division of
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surplus between buyers and sellers in both equilibria. While sellers are always better

o¤ in the multiple-bidding equilibrium (MBcd/MBpd) versus late-bidding equilib-

rium (LBcd/LBpd) equilibrium, the buyers are better o¤ in the multiple-bidding

equilibrium when prices are common but worse o¤ when prices are private.

The main contribution of our model is in providing an explanation for the prac-

tice of multiple bidding which is commonly dismissed as a product of irrational or

myopic behavior. The next step is to test how our theory fares in the reality. Future

research might, for example, use an experiment to address this issue. Our model also

suggests important implications for auction design. Since the sellers always receive

greater pro�t in the equilibrium in which bidders coordinate searching, they might

be interested in �nding ways of implementing that equilibrium. For example, using

secret instead of public reserve prices might be one way of accomplishing this.
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Proposition 1.:

Consider strategy pro�le given by Proposition 1. Consider two bidders A and B.

Suppose � is arbitrary function that is strictly increasing. �

Claim 1.: Suppose A is the low bidder, i.e., W 6= A: Then, bidder A searches,

i.e., �A = 1.

Proof: Consider bidders A and B and suppose W 6= A: Then, bB � bA > 0

and since � is strictly increasing we have cB � U [��1(bB); 1=2]. Since W 6= A; then

�B = 0 and A�s payo¤ from searching is given by (1.3), i.e., 1
2
� cA. When A passes

she gets 0, by (1.4): Since 1
2
� cA � 0; then the pro�t from searching is no less than

zero, i.e. searching is optimal. �

Claim 2.: Suppose W = A: Then, bidder A optimally passes, i.e., �A = 0:

Proof: Since W = A we have that bA � (>)bB > (�)0 and �B = 1. Then,

pm = bb and A�s payo¤ from passing is given by (1.2), i.e.,

1

2
� b

2
A

2
:

Her payo¤ from searching is given by (1.1), i.e.,

1

2
� b

2
A

2
� cA:

The di¤erence between passing and searching is cA � 0, i.e., A optimally passes. �

Claim 3.: In the early bidding round �e(cA) =
p
2cA is a A�s best response.

Proof: Suppose bidder A with cA 2 [0; 1=2] bids bA =
p
2cA: When W = A then

we have bA � bB = pm � 0 and cB 2 [0; cA): Then, in the searching round, A passes,

i.e., �A = 0 and B searches, i.e., �B = 1. The payo¤ that A gets in this case is given

by (1.2) �the �rst term of (1.7). If W 6= A, then bB � bA = pm � 0 and we have

�A = 1 and �B = 0. The payo¤ in this case is given by (1.3) �the second term of
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(1.7). Hence, A�s expected payo¤ in the early round isZ cA

0

(
1

2
� z)2dz +

Z 1=2

cA

(
1

2
� cA)2dz; (1.7)

where we used a substitution bB =
p
2cB in the �rst term.

To establish that bA =
p
2cA is a best response consider a deviation b̂A 6= bA.

Then, with probability b̂2A we have cB 2 [0; b̂2A=2] and W = A: In this case A�s payo¤

is given by (1.2) where �B = 1. With the complementary probability 1� b̂2A we have

cB 2 [b̂2A=2; 1=2] and W 6= A. Bidder A�s payo¤ is now given by (1.2) where �B = 0.

Hence, the expected payo¤ from deviation isZ b̂2A=2

1=6

(
1

2
� z)2dz +

Z 1=2

b̂2A=2

(
1

2
� cA)2dz: (1.8)

Taking the di¤erence between (1.7) and (1.8) we getZ b̂2A=2

cA

(
1

2
� cA)2dz �

Z b̂2A=2

cA

(
1

2
� z)2dz > 0;

i.e., bidding bA gives higher payo¤.

Thus, bA =
p
2cA is A�s best response since any deviation gives lower payo¤. �

Corollary 1:

Assume there are two bidders A and B. Without loss of generality we suppose

that cA � cB. Consider a bidding equilibrium (�e(�); �(�;hm); q) in symmetric and

pure strategies. Assume bidding function �12 is strictly monotone, continuous and

�(0) = 0.

Claim 1: In any equilibrium, for a given history fbB; Ag, if �(cB; fbB; Ag) = 1

(0), then �(cA; fbB; Ag) = 0 (1).

Proof: Suppose h1 = fbB; Ag and B searches in the equilibrium, �B = 1: Consider

bidder A. If A searches as well, �A = 1, she gets payo¤ given by (1.1),

1

2
� b

2
B

2
� cA:

12From now on we drop a subscript e since it is clear that we speak about early-round bidding
function.
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If she passes, �A = 0, then her payo¤ is given by (1.2),

1

2
� b

2
B

2
:

Since cA � 0 passing is a best response for A, i.e., �A = 0 is part of equilibrium.

Next, suppose h1 = fbB; Ag and B passes in the equilibrium, �B = 0: Then, if A

searches, �A = 1, her payo¤ is given by (1.1), 1=2� cA. And her payo¤ from passing

is given by (1.2), i.e., 0. Since cA � 1=2 searching is a best response for A, i.e., �A = 1

is part of equilibrium. �

Claim 2: In any equilibrium, for a given history fbB; Ag; bidder B searches, i.e.,

�(cB; fbB; Ag) = 1

Proof: Assume that in the equilibrium � is strictly monotone, continuous and

�(0) = 0. Recall that cB � cA. Suppose there was a particular type �c such that

�(�c; f�(�c); Bg) = 0. If cA = �c; then in equilibrium we have W = B (W 6= A) and

bB � bA = pm � 0: The history of play after the early bidding round would be

h1 = fbA; Bg and, by Claim 1, B would be searching, �B = 1:

Suppose that cA = �c and consider bider B with (the highest) cost cB = 1=2.

Then, in equilibrium, her bid is �(cB) = �b (the maximum bid one would observe in

the equilibrium). It follows, that in the searching round B becomes the high bidder,

W = B; with certainty. Hence, for any given type of her opponent, cA 2 [0; 1=2],

if A passes in the equilibrium, �(cA; f�(cA); Bg) = 0, then, by Claim 1, B searches.

Her payo¤ in this case is given by (1.1), where �B = 1 and we use the fact that

1=2 � cB = 0. If instead A searches in the equilibrium, �(cA; f�(cA); Bg) = 1, then

B passes. Her payo¤ is given by (1.2) where �B = 0: Thus, her (ex-ante) expected

equilibrium payo¤ is given byZ 1=2

0

�(z; f�(z); Bg)(1
2
� �(z)

2

2
)2dz: (1.9)

Now, consider following deviation by B. In the early bidding round she bids�b = �(�c)

and, in the searching round, she passes if she is the high bidder, i.e., �B = 0 if
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W 6= B: In other words, B mimics the equilibrium strategy of a type �c. Then, for

all types of bidder A, cA 2 [�c; 1=2]; the equilibrium history is h1 = f�b; kg, i.e., A

becomes the high bidder after the early bidding round and the standing price is �b.

Since in the equilibrium �(�c; f�(�c); Bg) = 0; then, by Claim 1, bidder A searches, i.e.,

�A = 1. Bidder B�s payo¤ in this case is given by (1.4) where �A = 1 �don�t forget

to �ip the indexes, now B is A in the formula. For the remaining types, cA 2 [0;�c],

B�s equilibrium play remains una¤ected (by the deviation). The expected payo¤ to

bidder B from bidding�b isZ �c

0

�(z; f�(z); Bg)(1
2
� �(z)

2

2
) +

Z 1=2

�c

(
1

2
� �(z)

2

2
)2dz: (1.10)

Since the di¤erence between (1.10) and (1.9) isZ 1=2

�c

(1� �(z; f�(z); Bg))(1
2
� �(z)

2

2
)2dz � 0

we found a pro�table deviation by B, i.e., our supposed equilibrium fails.

Thus we arrived at contradiction, i.e., passing when losing, �(cB; fbB; Ag) = 0, is

not part of any equilibrium. Hence, in equilibrium, �(cB; fbB; Ag) = 1. �

Claim 3: In any equilibrium,�(cA; fbB; Ag) = 0.

Proof: We combine Claims 1 and 2. Suppose W = A. Hence, bA � bB and

W 6= B: Then, in any equilibrium, by Claim 2, �B = 1 and, by Claim 1, we have

�A = 0: �

Claim 4: Suppose that in equilibrium �(cB; fbB; Ag) = 1 and �(cA; fbB; Ag) = 0,

i.e., in the middle round bidder A is the low bidder and searches and bidder B is the

high bidder and passes. Then, in any such equilibrium, �(ci) =
p
2ci for i 2 fA;Bg

is the bidding function in the early bidding round:

Proof: Suppose that in the equilibrium � has the property such that for a given

type cA and a history fbA; Bg, we had �A = 1 and for history fbB; Ag, we had

�A = 0. Suppose that the equilibrium bidding function, �; is increasing, continuous
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and �(0) = 0. Consider bidder A. Suppose she bids bA 2 [0; 1]: For x 2 [0; 1]; de�ne

C(x) = min[��1(�(1=2)); ��1(x)]: Function C returns the ��1 for any bA which is in

the range of � and returns 1=2 (the value of the highest type) if bA is outside of the

range of �. For a given bid by bidder A, bA, she becomes the high bidder, W = A,

if cB 2 [0; C(bA)]: In that case her equilibrium payo¤ is given by (1.2) where �B = 1.

If cB 2 [C(bA); 1=2], then she becomes the loosing bidder, i.e., W 6= A: Her payo¤ in

that case is given by (1.3) where �B = 1. Her (ex-ante) expected payo¤ from bidding

bA is Z C(bA)

0

(
1

2
� �(z)

2

2
)2dz +

Z 1=2

C(bA)

(
1

2
� cA)2dz: (1.11)

To �nd her optimal bid we maximize (1.11). The �rst order condition is

C 0(bA)((1� �(C(bA))2)� (1� 2cA)) = 0:

Notice that C is a continuous function which is di¤erentiable everywhere but at a

single point �(1=2): Hence, for all bA < �(1=2) we have

1� bA2 = 1� 2cA

bA =
p
2cA;

The optimal bid b�A satis�es optimality condition

b�A

�
=
p
2cA if

p
2cA < �(1=2)

2 [�(1=2); 1] if
p
2cA � �(1=2)

: (1.12)

Since, in any equilibrium, bidders behave optimally at each information set the

equilibrium bidding function � has to satisfy the optimality condition (1.12). There

is only a single such function �(cA) =
p
2cA which satis�es (1.12). Hence, in any

equilibrium the bidding function is �(cA) =
p
2cA: �

Proposition 2:

Consider strategy pro�le given by Proposition 2.
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Claim 1: Bidder A best responds by searching, �A = 1; when cA < 1=4 and by

passing, �A = 0; when cA > 1=4:

Proof: Consider bidder A with search cost cA: Then, bA = bB = pm = 0. Fur-

thermore, �B = 1 for cB < 1=4 and �B = 0 for cB � 1=4: Since bA = bB = 0; then

expressions (1.1) and (1.3) are equal and (1.2) and (1.4) are also equal which implies

that W has no e¤ect on bidder A�s payo¤.

Bidder A�s payo¤ from searching isZ 1=2

0

(
1

2
� cA)2dz = 1=2� cA; (1.13)

where we used (1.1) inside the integral. On the other hand when A passes her payo¤

is Z 1=4

0

1

2
2dz = 1=4; (1.14)

by using (1.3). Hence, bidder A optimally searches when (1.13) is greater than (1.14),

i.e.

1=2� cA > 1=4

cA < 1=4;

and she optimally passes when when

cA > 1=4:

Thus, A best responds by playing �A = 1 when cA < 1=4 and �A = 0 when cA > 1=4:

�

Claim 2.: Bidding zero, i.e., bA = 0; is A�s best response for all cA 2 [0; 1=2].

Proof: Consider bidder A with cA < 1=4: Since bA = bB = pm = 0 we have

W = �: Furthermore, when cB < 1=4; then �B = 1 and when cB � 1=4, then �B = 0:

Bidder A searches, i.e., �A = 1: The payo¤ from bA = 0; isZ 1=2

0

(
1

2
� cA)2dz =

1

2
� cA; (1.15)
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where we used (1.3). Next, suppose that A makes a di¤erent bid, i.e., ~bA > 0: Now,

~bA > bB = pm = 0: Hence, W = A and �A = 0: Then, the expected payo¤ isZ 1=2

0

(
1

2
� cA)2dz =

1

2
� cA; (1.16)

where we used (1.1). Since (1.15) and (1.16) are equal all bids are optimal, i.e., bA = 0

is optimal.

Next, suppose that cA > 1=4: All remains the same from the previous case except

that now �A = 0; i.e., A passes after the early round. The payo¤ from bidding zero isZ 1=4

0

1

2
2dz =

1

4
;

by using (1.4). When A bids more than zero, i.e., ~bA > 0; then W = A but the payo¤

stays una¤ected since (1.3) and (1.4) are the same. Thus, bidder A is indi¤erent and

hence bidding zero is optimal.

In both cases, when cA < 1=4 and when cA > 1=4; bA = 0 is a best response by

bidder A: �

� � �

Before we give proofs of Propositions 3 and 4 we �rst generalize payo¤ functions

(1.1)-(1.4) to accommodate the independent price draws. In the middle round, sup-

pose bA and bB are bids submitted in the early round. First we take up (1.1). This

is the case when A is the high bidder, i.e., bA � bB and the history is h1 = fbB; Ag:

When A searches, i.e., �A = 1, then her payo¤ is

�B(

Z bB

0

(1� bB)dq+Z bA

bB

(1� qB)dqB +
Z 1

bA

(

Z qB

0

(1� qA)dqA +
Z 1

qB

(1� qB)dqA)dqB)+

(1� �B)
Z 1

0

(1� qA)dqA � cA
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=
1� �B
2

+ �B(
2

3
� b

2
B

2
� b

3
A

6
)� cA: (1.17)

Notice that the di¤erence from (1.1) is only in the middle term (the nested integral).

This is the case when B searches, i.e., �B = 1, and qB � bA: In the late bidding round

B rises her bid to qB. Now A is outbid and has a chance to use her price-o¤er qA:

When qA � qB and A wins the auction she pays qB: When qA � qB and A loses the

auction she gets the object for her price o¤er qA:

When A passes, i.e., �A = 0, her payo¤ is equivalent to that under common price

draws, i.e., (1.2),

�B(

Z bB

0

(1� bB)dqB +
Z 1

bB

(1� qB)dqB) = �B(
1

2
� b

2
B

2
): (1.18)

The other case is when A is the loosing bidder, i.e. bA � bB and the history is

h1 = fbA; Bg:The expression (1.3) becomes

�B(

Z bB

0

(1� qA)dqA+Z 1

bB

(

Z bB

0

(1� bB)dqB +
Z qA

bB

(1� qB)dqB +
Z 1

qA

(1� qA)dqB)dqA)+

(1� �B)
Z 1

0

(1� qA)dqA � cA

=
1� �B
2

+ �B(
2

3
� b

2
B

2
+
b3B
3
)� cA: (1.19)

The di¤erence from (1.3) is again in the middle term. This is the case when B

searches, i.e., �B = 1, and qA � bB. In the late bidding round A rises her bid to qA

and auction price rises to bB: If qB � bB then B does not rise her bid and A wins the

auction at price bB: If bB � qB < qA, then B bids qB but A still wins the auction at

price qB: Finally, when qA � qB, then A pays qA no matter if she wins or loses the

auction.

When A passes, i.e., �A = 0, her payo¤ is equivalent to (1.18).

Proposition 3:
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Consider strategy pro�le given by Proposition 3.

*The proof is equivalent to the proof of Proposition 2 only here we use expressions

(1.17)-(1.19) in place of expressions (1.1)-(1.4).

Proposition 4.:

Suppose bidders use the following strategy (Proposition 4 just describes the equi-

librium path behavior but does not state the full best response strategies):

�e(ci) =

�
0 if cA < 1=6p
2cA if cA � 1=6

in the early bidding round and

�(cA;h1) =

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

0 if W = A and cA > 1=6(1� b3A)
1 if otherwise

when pm > 0

0 if
bA = 0 and cA > 7=18

or
bA > 0 and cA > 1=6(1� b3A)

1 if otherwise

when pm = 0

;

in the searching round and

�l(cA;h2) = qA

in the late bidding round.

For all histories ffpm;Wg 2 H1 j 0 < pm <
p
1=3 and W = Ag bidder A believes

that cB = p2m=2. For histories ffpm;Wg 2 H1 j 0 < pm <
p
1=3 and W 6= Ag bidder

A believes that cB � U [1=6; 1=2].

Claim 1.: Suppose pm = 0: Then, when bA = 0 (W 2 fA;Bg), she optimally

searches if cA < 7=18 and she passes when cA � 7=18. When bA > 0 (W = A), then

she optimally searches if cA � 1=6(1� b3A), otherwise she passes:

Proof: Consider bidder A. Suppose she has made a bid bA 2 [0; 1] in the early

bidding round. Since pm = 0 then we have either bB � bA = 0 or bA > bB = 0. In
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the �rst case A is unable to observe B�s bid and hence her beliefs remain unchanged,

i.e., cB � U [0; 1=2]: Since bB = 0 and �B = 1 when cB < 1=6 and bB > 0 and �B = 0

when cB � 1=6 the payo¤ to A from searching isZ 1=6

0

2

3
2dz +

Z 1=2

1=6

1

2
2dz � cA =

5

9
� cA; (1.20)

where we used (1.19) in both terms of (1.20). The payo¤ from passing isZ 1=6

0

1

2
2dz =

1

6
; (1.21)

by (1.18). Notice that (1.20) is strictly greater than (1.21) for all cA < 7=18 and

hence bidder A optimally searches. When cA � 7=18 she optimally passes.

In the second case (bA > bB = 0) A observes that B has bid zero and hence she

updates her beliefs to cB � U [0; 1=6]. Hence, �B = 1. The payo¤ to A from searching

is now
2

3
� b

3
A

6
� cA; (1.22)

by (1.19). The payo¤ from passing is 1=2 by (1.18). Hence, A searches when (1.22)

exceeds 1=2, i.e., when cA � 1=6(1� b3A), and pass otherwise. �

Claim 2.: Suppose pm > 0: Then, bidder A optimally searches when she is the

losing bidder (W 6= A). When she is the winning bidder (W = A) she optimally

searches if cA < 1=6(1� b3A) and she optimally passes when cA � 1=6(1� b3A):

Proof: Suppose A has made a bid bA 2 (0; 1] in the early bidding round. First

consider the case when A is the losing bidder (W 6= A). Then we have pm = bA � bB.

If we are on the equilibrium path, i.e., pm >
p
1=3, then A updates her beliefs to

cB � U [b2A=2; 1=2]. If we are o¤ the equilibrium path, i.e., pm 2 (1;
p
1=3); the beliefs

are set to cB � U [1=6; 1=2]. In both cases we have �B = 0. Hence, A�s payo¤ from

searching is

1=2� cA;
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by (1.19). When she passes she gets nothing. Thus, searching is strictly preferred for

almost all types cA.

Next, we consider the case when A is the winning bidder. Now, if in both case

when we are on or o¤ the equilibrium path the beliefs are updated (or set) to cB =

p2m=2 = b
2
B=2. Hence, we have �B = 1. A�s payo¤ from searching is

2

3
� b

2
B

2
� b

3
A

6
� cA; (1.23)

by (1.17). The payo¤ from passing is

1

2
� b

2
B

2
; (1.24)

by (1.18). Hence, A searches when (1.23) exceeds (1.24), i.e., when cA � 1=6(1� b3A),

and pass otherwise. �

Claim 3.: When cA < 1=6; then �(cA) = 0 is A�s best response.

Proof: Consider bidder A with cA < 1=6 and suppose that bA = 0: Then bA =

pm = 0: When cB 2 [0; 1=6) we have bB = bA and hence both bidders search, i.e.,

�A = �B = 1: The payo¤ that A gets in this case is given by (1.17) or (1.19). When

cB 2 [1=6; 1=2] we have bB > bA and hence bidder B passes, i.e., �B = 0; and bidder

A searches, i.e., �A = 1: In this case A�s payo¤ is given by (1.19). Thus, the total

expected payo¤ that A gets from bidding zero is given by (1.20), i.e. 5
9
� cA:

Now suppose A bids ~bA > 0 instead. We have to di¤erentiate between four cases:

1. ~bA <
p
1=3 and cA < (1� ~b3A)=6,

2. ~bA <
p
1=3and cA > (1� ~b3A)=6,

3. ~bA �
p
1=3 and cA < (1� ~b3A)=6 and

4. ~bA �
p
1=3 and cA > (1� ~b3A)=6:

Case 1.: Suppose 0 < ~bA <
p
1=3 and cA < (1�~b3A)=6:When cB 2 [0; 1=6) we have

~bA > bB = pm = 0 and hence W = A: Thus, both bidders search, i.e., �A = �B = 1.

The payo¤ A gets in this case is given by (1.17) where �B = 1 and bB = 0. When
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cB 2 [1=6; 1=2] we have bB > ~bA = pm > 0 and hence W 6= A: In this case bidder

A searches, i.e., �A = 1 and bidder B passes, i.e., �B = 0: The payo¤ that A gets is

given by (1.19) where �B = 0: Thus A�s total expected payo¤ isZ 1=6

0

(
2

3
�
~b3A
6
)2dz +

Z 1=2

1=6

1

2
2dz � cA =

5

9
�
~b3A
18
� cA: (1.25)

Notice that since ~bA > 0; (1.25) is less than 5=9� cA, i.e., bidding zero gives a higher

payo¤.

Case 2.: Suppose 0 < ~bA <
p
1=3 and cA > (1�~b3A)=6: All remains the same as in

Case 1 only with one exception. When cB 2 [0; 1=6), i.e., we have W = A; then the

condition cA > (1� ~b3A)=6 implies that A passes, i.e., �A = 0: Hence in this case A�s

payo¤ changes and is now given by (1.18), where �B = 1: Thus, the total expected

payo¤ is Z 1=6

0

1

2
2dz +

Z 1=2

1=6

(
1

2
� cA)2dz =

1

3
� cA
3
: (1.26)

As before, (1.26) is less than 5=9�cA when cA < 1=6; i.e., bidding zero is gives greater

payo¤.

Case 3.: Here, suppose that ~bA �
p
1=3 and cA < (1� ~b3A)=6: When cA 2 [0; 1=6)

we have ~bA > bB = pm = 0 and hence W = A: In this case both bidders search,

i.e., �B = 1 and �A = 1: Bidder A gets payo¤ given by (1.17) in which �B = 1 and

bB = 0: When cB 2 [1=6;~b2A=2] then ~bA > bB = pm > 0 and hence W = A: Thus, A�s

payo¤ is again given by (1.17) in which now we have �B = 1 and bB =
p
2cB: Finally,

when cB 2 (~b2A=2; 1:2] we have bB > ~bA = pm > 0 and hence W 6= A: In this case A

searches, i.e., �A = 1; and B passes, i.e., �B = 0: Thus, A�s payo¤ is given by (1.19)

where �B = 0: Hence A�s total expected payo¤ isZ 1=6

0

(
2

3
�
~b3A
6
)2dz +

Z ~b2A=2

1=6

(
2

3
� z �

~b3A
6
)2dz +

Z 1=2

~b2A=2

1

2
2dz � cA: (1.27)

It helps to rewrite (1.20) - this is the payo¤ A gets from bidding zero �asZ 1=6

0

2

3
2dz +

Z ~b2A=2

1=6

1

2
2dz +

Z 1=2

~b2A=2

1

2
2dz � cA: (1.28)
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Notice that the �rst two terms in (1.28) are both greater than their counterparts in

(1.27) since ~bA > 0: And, with the last terms in both expressions being the same we

have (1.28) greater than (1.27), i.e. A prefers to bid zero.

Case 4.: Suppose ~bA �
p
1=3 and cA > (1� b3A)=6: This case is identical to Case

3. but with the di¤erence that now A passes, i.e., �A = 0, when W = A, i.e., when

cB 2 [0;~b2A=2]. Thus, when cB 2 (0; 1=6); then A�s payo¤ is given by (1.18) with

�B = 1 and bB = 0; and, when cB 2 [1=6;~b2A=2]; then A�s payo¤ is given by (1.18)

with �B = 1 and bB =
p
2cB: Hence, the total expected payo¤ changes toZ 1=6

0

1

2
2dz +

Z ~b2A=2

1=6

(
1

2
� z)2dz +

Z 1=2

~b2A=2

(
1

2
� cA)2dz: (1.29)

As before, all terms in (1.28) are at least as big as those in (1.29), i.e., bidding zero

gives greater payo¤.

Thus, bA = 0 is A�s best response �

Claim 4.: When cA � 1=6; then �e(cA) =
p
2cA is A�s best response.

Proof: Suppose cA � 1=6 and bA =
p
2cA: When cB 2 [0; 1=6) we have bB = 0

and hence W = A: In the middle round A passes, i.e., �A = 0 and B searches, i.e.,

�B = 1. The payo¤ that A gets in this case is given by (1.18) in which bB = 0 and

�B = 1: When cB 2 [1=6; cA) then bA � bB =
p
2cB and W = A.: In the middle

round A passes, i.e., �A = 0 and B searches, i.e., �B = 1. To get A�s payo¤, we plug

bB =
p
2cB and �B = 1 in expression (1.18). The last case occurs when cB 2 [cA; 1=2]:

Then, bA � bB =
p
2cB and we haveW 6= A: Hence, in the middle round, A searches,

i.e., �A = 1 and B passes, i.e., �B = 0. Now A�s payo¤ equals to (1.19) in which

�B = 0: The total expected payo¤ that A gets form bidding bA =
p
2cA isZ 1=6

0

1

2
2dz +

Z cA

1=6

(
1

2
� z)2dz +

Z 1=2

cA

(
1

2
� cA)2dz: (1.30)

To establish that bA =
p
2cA is a best response suppose that ~bA 6= bA and consider

three cases:
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1. ~bA �
p
1=3,

2. 0 < ~bA <
p
1=3, and

3. ~bA = 0:

Case 1. ~ba �
p
1=3:

In this case ~bA � bB occurs when cB 2 [0;~b2A=2] in which case we have W = A:

The behavior of both bidders corresponds to that which we described above. Further

notice that ~b2A=2 > 1=6: Hence, when cB 2 [0; 1=6]; then the payo¤ that bidder A gets

is given by (1.18) with bB = 0 and �B = 1: When cB 2 [1=6;~b2A=2]; then A�s payo¤ is

given by (1.18) with bB =
p
2cB and �B = 1: The last case is when cB 2 (~b2A=2; 1=2].

Then, W 6= A and bidder A gets payo¤ given by (1.19) with �B = 0: Thus, A�s total

expected payo¤ isZ 1=6

0

1

2
2dz +

Z ~b2A=2

1=6

(
1

2
� z)2dz +

Z 1=2

~b2A=2

(
1

2
� cA)2dz: (1.31)

Taking the di¤erence between (1.30) and (1.31) we getZ ~b2A=2

ci

(
1

2
� cA)2dz �

Z ~b2A=2

ci

(
1

2
� z)2dz > 0;

i.e., bidding bA gives higher payo¤.

Case 2.: 0 < ~bA <
p
1=3:

In this case ~bA > bB when cB 2 [0; 1=6) and ~bA < bB when cB 2 [1=6; 1=2]: Thus,

when cB 2 [0; 1=6) we have W = A. Then bidder A�s payo¤ is given by (1.18) in

which bB = 0 and �B = 1: When cB 2 [1=6; 1=2] we have W 6= A and A�s payo¤ is

given by (1.18) with �B = 0: Thus, the total expected payo¤ from bidding ~bA isZ 1=6

0

1

2
2dz +

Z 1=2

1=6

(
1

2
� cA)2dz; (1.32)

which is clearly less than (1.30).

Case 3.: ~bA = 0:

In this case we have ~bA = pm = 0: Thus, when cB 2 [0; 1=6); then bB = ~bA and

hence bidder B searches, i.e., �B = 1: Bidder A searches only when W 6= A and
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cA 2 [1=6; 3=10): Otherwise, she passes. Therefore, when cA � 3=10 then A always

passes, i.e., �B = 0: The payo¤ that A gets in that case isZ 1=6

0

1

2
2dz

which is less than (1.30). On the other hand, when cA 2 [1=6; 3=10), then A searches,

i.e., �A = 1: Notice that when cB 2 [0; 1=6], then bids are tied and hence W = �:

Then, A�s total expected payo¤ isZ 1=6

0

(
2

3
)2dz +

Z 1=2

1=6

(
1

2
)2dz � cA;

which is less than (1.30) since cA � 1=6:

Thus, �e(cA) =
p
2cA is A�s best response since any deviation gives lower payo¤.

�
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Chapter 2

Strategic Early Bidding in Internet-type

Auctions: Experimental Evidence.

2.1 Introduction

A few recent studies, i.e., Roth & Ockenfels (2001), Ariely, Roth and Ockenfels (2006)

and Bajari & Hortascu (2003), have shown that whether bids are placed early or late

in the auction matters. Timing of the bids is particularly important in the context

of Internet auctions. These auctions typically last for several days and during this

time bidders can freely enter and exit and bid as many times as they wish. Most

importantly, this gives them a chance to search for better deals on other websites or

check prices at physical retail stores. Finding a deal outside the auction is usually

costly since it often requires considerable time and e¤ort. An in�exible bidder may

not search due to her limited options would like to convey (signal) this information

to the other bidders by making a high early bid. On the other hand, more �exible

bidders may �rst search for other deals and only then place bids late in the auction.

A decision to search or not will determine her alternatives and eventually her surplus

from participating in the auction. In this paper we study how the possibility of

price searching during an auction impacts bidding and searching behavior. We report

results of an experiment designed to examine the implications that early bidding has

on subsequent search for alternatives.

Central to this paper is the idea that in an Internet auction, if biders feel that

the price has gotten too high, they begin to look for other deals elsewhere. The

concept of price searching is nothing new in economics. It has been widely applied to
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problems such as price dispersion,1 etc. A successful price search generates an outside

price-o¤er. In an auction environment the outside price serves as a price ceiling for

a (rational) bidder. This means that she would quit bidding as soon as the auction

price exceeded it. When she loses the auction she can always purchase the item for

the outside price which provides her with a certain minimum outside surplus.2 This,

makes outside prices valuable and worth searching for, especially, if bidders believe

that they may stumble upon that excellent deal.

We believe that Internet auction is precisely the type of environment that could

inspire bidders to search for outside prices when they observe the auction price grow

too rapidly. Early bidding may play an important part in this process. Suppose

a bidder arrives to an auction after it opens and observes that the price is still at

zero.3 She may be thinking that this is an incredible deal, although she may also be

a bit cautious because she suspects that the price will most likely not stay at zero

for too long. Would she leave this auction and go search for other deals? Not unless

she is believes that the price in this auction will eventually rise too high. However,

there is no reason to be a priory pessimistic. Instead of leaving the auction she could

experiment by entering a relatively small bid and if someone else outbids her later

then she would conclude that she is better o¤ looking for a di¤erent deal elsewhere.

Apart form the search cost there is nothing to lose since if she does not �nd any better

o¤er then she can still return to the auction and bid her value. Thus, in our story,

the early bid serves as a personal reservation price that triggers the bidder�s search

for other prices.

Early bidding has been well documented (see for example Bajari & Hortascu,

1For example see Cason and Friedman (2003) or Baye and Morgan (2001) for one of the latest in
the series of papers.

2Kirchkamp, Poen and Reiss (2004) �nd that bidders respond to outside options in laboratory.
In their set-up an outside option is a certain payout !. For example, in their experiments subjects
with private valuations, vi, bid in the second price auction their best alternative, vi�!, as predicted
by the theory.

3Here we assume that there was no secret or public reserve price.
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2003, Morgan & Hossain, 2003 or Shah et. al. 2003). Data collected form eBay and

some other auction sites show that approximately 60% of all bidders place their �rst

bid early in the auction, that is, within at least a day to go in the auction. Our

conjecture is that early bidding could be a rational response to existing incentives in

Internet auctions. A model that captures this idea and inspires our experiment was

developed by Vadovic (2006).4 There are two bidders who participate in a dynamic

auction. During the auction they are allowed to search for outside prices. The

bidders have a common valuation for a single object and private search costs.5 The

search cost represents, for instance, various geographical and/or time constraints of

the bidders. The game consists of three stages: 1. an early bidding round, in which

bidders simultaneously submit their early bids; 2. a search round, during which

bidders simultaneously decide whether to search for a randomly chosen and common

outside price; and, 3. the late bidding round, in which bidders place their late bids.

There are two types of equilibria: an �early-bidding�equilibrium in which bidders

bid both early and late and a �late-bidding� equilibrium in which bidders bid just

late. A characteristic feature of the early-bidding equilibrium is that in the early

bidding round both bidders use a bidding function which is increasing in their search

costs. Bidders then condition their search decisions on the outcome of the early-round

bidding, i.e., the bidder who has the higher early-round bid never searches and the

bidder with the lower bid always searches. In other words, bidders behave as if they

coordinated their search decisions. On the other hand, in the late-bidding equilibrium,

both bidders bid zero in the early bidding round which could be interpreted as if they

did not bid at all. Since the auction environment remains una¤ected, e.g., the auction

price remains at zero, the bidders can not condition their search behavior on previous

bidding. Instead, they use a threshold strategy, i.e., each bidder searches (passes) only

4Our expeirment actually corresponds to a slightly modi�ed version of this model which is outlined
in a later section.

5The model is more carefully outlined in later section.
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if her search cost is less (more) than an equilibrium threshold. The two equilibria

di¤er sharply in terms of their predicted behavior. In the early-bidding equilibrium

bidders bid multiple times, early and late, and their search decisions appear as if they

were coordinated. In the late-bidding equilibrium bidders bid only late, and their

search decisions form a random pattern.

The di¤erence in the search pattern between the two equilibria matters in terms

of e¢ ciency. The early-bidding equilibrium is fully e¢ cient while the late-bidding

equilibrium is not. The reason is that in the early-bidding equilibrium at any time

only the bidder with lower search cost searches. In the late-bidding equilibrium

bidders�search is (ex-ante) random and hence they will sometimes depart from the

cost-minimizing play in one of three possible ways: 1. both search, 2. neither searches,

and 3. the bidder with higher search cost searches and the other bidder passes. As

a result, the early-bidding equilibrium not only Pareto dominates the late-bidding

equilibrium but also makes both, the buyers and the seller(s), better o¤.

Each of the two equilibria describes a type of behavior that is consistent with the

empirical evidence. Both early and late bidding patterns are frequently observed in

Internet auctions. However, in this paper our focus is on early bidding and hence we

want to examine whether subjects�behavior shows any similarity with the predictions

of the early-bidding equilibrium. To address this question we run an experiment with

two treatments. In the �rst treatment early bidding is not allowed and in the second

treatment it is allowed. A nice feature of the design is that the �rst treatment has

only one equilibrium, i.e., the late-bidding equilibrium, while the second treatment has

both equilibria, i.e., the early- and the late-bidding equilibrium. Therefore, it could

happen in the experiment that in both treatments subjects adopt a relatively simple

heuristic and search if their search cost is relatively low and pass if it�s relatively high,

which would be consistent with the late-bidding equilibrium. On the other hand, if

the bidders�search decisions in the second treatment are conditioned on the outcome

of the early bidding then this type of behavior would be consistent with the early-
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bidding equilibrium and we would be able to observe the di¤erence as a treatment

e¤ect.

We take an experimental rather than econometric approach since identi�cation

of our model from the available �eld data is problematic. Auction markets produce

complicated incentives that are di¢ cult to disentangle. For instance, in our case we

would need to observe personal information about individual search costs and the

exact times and amounts of their bids. This is clearly di¢ cult as the search costs are

unobservable and bidding histories are incomplete. The advantage of using laboratory

methods is that we achieve much higher degree of control over the incentive struc-

ture of the auction and the induced information of individual bidders. Furthermore,

our design allows a clear comparison between theoretical predictions and empirical

outcomes.

An alternative explanation of early bidding was suggested by Hossain (2004) who

suggests that early bidding could be rationalized if some bidders are not perfectly

informed about their private valuations of the object and the process of bidding helps

them learn this valuation over time. Several authors have used experiments to test

bidding behavior in auctions. The most closely related paper is by Ariely, Roth

and Ockenfels (2006) who study the impact of auction ending rules on the timing of

bids. Their �ndings indicate that in auctions with a �xed ending bidders tend to bid

late. Palfrey and Pevnitskaya (2004) examine the endogenous entry in auctions and

�nd evidence of bid-shading among those bidders who enter, i.e., self-selection e¤ect.

Other relevant papers that use experiments to study bidding behavior in various

contexts include Kagel, Pevnitskaya and Ye (2004), Wooders and Shariar (2006),

Kagel, Harstad and Levin (1987), Kagel and Levin (1993).

In the next section we describe the experimental environment and derive theoret-

ical predictions for both of our treatments. In particular, we demonstrate that late

bidding arises in the equilibrium of both treatments while early bidding arises in the

equilibrium of only the second treatment. Section 3 lays out experimental procedures
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and testable hypothesis. In section 4 we present the results and �nally in section 5

we summarize our �ndings and give a short discussion.

2.2 Experimental Design and Predictions

2.2.1 The Experimental Environment

In our experiment two subjects (bidders) with the same valuation $2 for a single

object participate in an ascending-price (clock) auction. After the auction begins the

auction price continually increases until one of the bidders exits. Then, the bidder

who remained in the auction is the winner and gets the object for the price at which

her opponent exited. The other bidder does not get the object in the auction but may

have other opportunities, i.e., may be able to buy the object for an outside price. The

outside pice, q; could be obtained by any one of the bidders at some point6 during

the auction. It is a random draw from the [$0, $2] interval and it is common to both

biders. In case a bidder loses the auction she can buy the object for this price. To

get the outside price a subject must search for it and pay her private search cost ci:

The search cost is randomly and independently drawn for each bidder from [$0, $0.50]

interval and each bidder observes her draw before the start of the auction.

The bidders can only search once during the auction. Both of them simultaneously

decide whether to search for the outside price or pass (not search). As was already

mentioned searching results in paying the private search cost ci and obtaining the

outside price q. Passing means that a bidder will not have an access to the outside

price should she lose the auction. How and when this search opportunity arises will

vary between our two treatments. In the �rst treatment bidders can search before

the auction begins. In the second treatment one of the bidders decides at which point

during the auction the search occurs.

6To be precisely speci�ed later.
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In the �rst treatment, the Late-Bidding (LB) treatment, early bidding is not

possible. Both bidders begin by simultaneously deciding whether to search or pass.

After they have made their decisions the auction begins. The auction price will rise

in 1 cent increments until one of the bidders exits the auction.

In the second treatment, which we call the Early-Bidding (EB) treatment, the

auction starts �rst. The auction price begins from zero and increases in 1 cent in-

crements. Each of the bidders can at any time pause the auction. Pausing will

temporarily freeze the auction price. Once the auction is paused both bidders simul-

taneously decide whether to search for the outside price. After both bidders have

made their search decisions, the one who paused the auction can either exit right

away or resume the auction. The other bidder, who did not pause, can just resume

the auction, i.e., she cannot exit at this time. After the auction is resumed by both

bidders any one of them can exit at any time.

One of the features of our design that is worth pointing out is that it matters which

one of the bidders pauses the auction, i.e., pausing is not a cheap talk. The bidder

who has paused the auction has a slight advantage. In Internet auctions a bidder

who happens to place the highest bid early commits herself to paying any price less

than her bid. In particular, if no other bidder outbids her later, then she becomes

the winner and has to pay the auction price. This has a disadvantage that if she

happened to �nd a better deal outside the auction she could not take an advantage

of it. In our experiment this feature is implemented by only allowing the bidder who

has paused the auction to exit right away. As a consequence, if she searches and

draws an outside price below the paused auction price, q � p1, then she could exit

right away and take the lower outside price. On the other hand, her opponent wins

the auction and must pay the higher auction price. Therefore, in the case when both

bidders have searched, then only the one who has paused the auction gains a certain

access to the outside price. The other bidder can only access the outside price if she

were �outbid,�i.e., if her opponent resumed the auction.
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2.2.2 Theoretical Predictions

We consider both treatments in turn and discuss equilibrium behavior. The late-

bidding treatment has a single "late-bidding" (LB) equilibrium that is described by

the following proposition.

Proposition 1: Consider two bidders A and B. There is a Bayesian-perfect,

symmetric equilibrium that produces late bidding behavior. In the equilibrium each

bidder i (i 2 fA;Bg) searches when her search cost is relatively low, i.e., ci � 1=3,

and passes when her search cost is relatively high, i.e., ci > 1=3. Any bidder exits

the auction when her next best alternative becomes more attractive, i.e., if she has

searched then she exits when the auction price reaches the outside price and if she

has not searched then she exits when the auction price reaches her valuation 2.

The equilibrium is fairly intuitive. In the auction each bidder exits when the

auction price reaches the value of her best alternative. As a result if one of the

bidders has searched and exits the auction at the outside price, then both bidders

end up paying the outside price: the �rst outside the auction and the second in the

auction. Note that the auction�s winner pays the outside price irrespective of whether

she searched for it or not. This implies that neither of the bidders would choose to

search if she were certain that her opponent has searched. And vice versa, neither

bidder would pass if she were certain that her opponent has passed. However, in the

late-bidding treatment one can never be certain about what her opponent has done

which explains the use of a threshold strategy in the equilibrium.

The early-bidding treatment has three equilibria. One is an analog of the late-

bidding equilibrium for this treatment. We will also refer to it as the late-bidding

(LB) equilibrium.

Proposition 2: Consider two bidders A and B. There is a Bayesian-perfect,

symmetric equilibrium that produces late bidding. In the equilibrium each bidder
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i (i 2 fA;Bg) pauses the auction right away, i.e., at a price 0. Once the auction

is paused, a bidder searches when her search cost is relatively low, i.e., ci � 1=3,

and passes when her search cost is relatively high, i.e., ci > 1=3. Any bidder exits

the auction when her next best alternative becomes more attractive, i.e., if she has

searched then she exits when the auction price reaches the outside price and if she

has not searched then she exits when the auction price reaches her valuation 2.

The di¤erence between this proposition and Proposition 1 is following. The late-

bidding treatment requires the subjects to make two decisions: whether to search and

when to exit. The early-bidding treatment requires subjects to make three decisions:

when to pause, whether to search and when to exit. Therefore, a version of the late-

bidding equilibrium for this treatment has to specify how subjects pause the auction.

This is exactly how Proposition 2 di¤ers from Proposition 1 - it speci�es that all

bidders pause the auction right away. Notice that there is no gain to deviating from

the equilibrium by not pausing the auction right away. If a bidder did that the auction

would still be paused at price zero by her opponent. Hence, the deviation would have

no e¤ect on the play of the game.

The remaining two equilibria are almost identical and both produce an early

bidding behavior. We refer to both of them as "early-bidding" equilibria.

Proposition 3: Consider two bidders A and B. There are two Bayesian-perfect,

symmetric equilibria that produce early bidding: 1. Early-bidding equilibrium with

coordination (EBC) and 2. Early-bidding equilibrium with reverse coordination

(EBRC). The two equilibria have a common structure in parts (i) and (iii) but di¤er

in part (ii):

(i) In both equilibria a bidder i (i 2 fA;Bg) with private search cost ci pauses

the auction when the price reaches 2
p
ci.

(ii)

1) In EBC equilibrium once the auction is paused, the bidder who has paused
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the auction searches and the other bidder passes (does not search).

2) In EBRC equilibrium once the auction is paused, the bidder who has

paused the auction passes (does not search) and the other bidder searches.

(iii) In both equilibria any bidder exits the auction when her next best alternative

becomes more attractive, i.e., if she has searched then she exits when the auction

price reaches the outside price and if she has not searched then she exits when the

auction price reaches her valuation 2.

The equilibria have two interesting properties. First of all in both equilibria bid-

ders bid early. And secondly, once the auction is paused bidders search in a manner

that resembles coordinated decision-making: in the EBC (EBRC) equilibrium the bid-

der who paused the auction searches (passes) and the other bidder passes (searches).

The main di¤erence between the two equilibria is that in the EBC equilibrium the

bidder with the lower search cost always searches and the other bidder passes while

in the EBRC equilibrium it is the other way around, i.e., the bidder with the higher

search cost always searches and the other bidder passes. Because of this property,

the EBC equilibrium is e¢ cient, i.e., it reaches the maximum (ex-ante) total surplus,

and the EBRC is ine¢ cient.

The EBC equilibrium generates maximum (ex-ante) social surplus. This is rela-

tively easy to see. Notice that there are two buyers and two objects for sale: one sells

in the auction and one sells for the outside price. Because the distribution of search

cost is su¢ ciently low an e¢ cient outcome requires that both objects trade. Hence,

the outcome when both buyers pass is ine¢ cient since then only the auctioned object

sells. The outcome in which both buyers search is also ine¢ cient since one of the

buyers will win the object in the auction and wont make a use of the outside price.

Searching is a pure waste for this buyer. This leaves us with the case when only a

single buyer searches. Clearly, to maximize social surplus one wants the buyer with

the lower search cost to search. This is precisely the outcome of the EBC equilibrium.
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The EBRC equilibrium is not e¢ cient because here the bidder with the higher cost

searches. Thus, EBC outperforms EBRC in terms of total surplus.

The comparison between EBRC and late-bidding equilibrium is less obvious. The

EBRC equilibrium produces a search pattern (Pass, Search), where the lower search

cost bidder passes. In the late-bidding equilibrium all four search patterns occur

with positive probability. Ordering these patterns according to total surplus yields:

(Search, Pass), (Pass, Search), (Search, Search), (Pass, Pass). It is clear that the

late-bidding equilibrium does better when the �rst pattern (Search, Pass) occurs but

does as well or worse for the remaining patterns. Overall, the EBRC outperforms the

late-bidding equilibrium in terms of generated total surplus.

Observation:

Early-bidding equilibria outperform the late-bidding equilibrium in terms of (ex-

ante) total surplus. The equilibria could be ordered by total surplus (from the highest

to the lowest): EBC > EBRC > LB.

2.2.3 Hypothesis

The model outlined above motivates our hypothesis. We conjecture that early bidding

a¤ects the way bidders search for outside prices. Moreover, it enables the bidders to

search more e¢ ciently.

Hypothesis 1: In each auction the likelihood of a coordinated outcome, i.e., that

the bidder with lower (higher) search cost searches and the bidder with the higher

(lower) search cost passes, is higher in the early-bidding treatment and lower in the

late-bidding treatment.

Hypothesis 2: In the early-bidding treatment, bidders generate higher total

surplus than in the late-bidding treatment. In the early-bidding treatment both, the

bidders and the seller(s), earn more pro�t than in the late-bidding treatment.
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2.2.4 Procedures

We ran 5 sessions of each treatment for a total of 10 sessions. Of the 10 sessions,

7 of them had 8 subjects and 3 sessions had 6 subjects who participated in 30 trial

periods. For each trial we randomly paired the subjects. Each pair played the game

corresponding to a particular treatment. At the end of each trial we provided subjects

with information feedback: we displayed the breakdown of their own period payo¤and

we also displayed the outside price. This type of information feedback allows bidders

to get a better sense of the distribution of outside prices. It also helps highlight

potentially forgone opportunities, e.g., a case when the outside price was low and a

subject didn�t search for it.

After the subjects arrived to the ESL laboratory they were seated in a conference

room. They were handed instructions (included in the appendix) and were given

10-15 minutes to study them. After all �nished reading, all questions were addressed

and clari�ed. Subjects were seated at computer terminal and the experiment began.

At the end of the experiment all subjects were paid privately in cash. They received

80% of their experimental earnings plus $5 show up fee.

The experiments were conducted in the Economic Science Laboratory (ESL) at

the University of Arizona. Subjects were undergraduate students who were recruited

using the ESL�s E-mail recruitment system. The recruitment was random out of

the pool of approximately 1000 subjects in the database. The software was written

in Visual Basic 6. The experiment lasted for approximately 60 minutes (including

reading the instructions and �nal payments) and on average a subject earned between

$20 and $25.

2.3 Results

In this section we check the main claim of this paper that the early bidding in�uences

the way how individuals search for outside alternatives. We compare search behavior
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between LB and EB treatments. We excluded data from periods 1-10 from the analy-

sis since we are only interested in observing the behavior of experienced subjects. The

�rst ten periods were intended to train subjects.

Search Behavior:

In what follows we apply our analysis to two samples: to full sample and to a

restricted sample, in which we only include data from auctions that had both bidders

with search costs less than or equal to 1=3. The reason for this is that for the restricted

sample we get crisper theoretical predictions. Notice that for any given pair of search

costs the behavior predicted by the early-bidding equilibrium (EBC or/and EBRC)

is unambiguous: the lower-search-cost bidder pauses the auction and then, depending

on the equilibrium, one searches and the other does not. However, in the case of

late-bidding equilibrium this is not the same. There, a given pair of search costs

can fall into one of the three categories where each category would imply a di¤erent

equilibrium search pattern: 1. cA; cB 2 [0; 1=3] implies (Search, Search), 2. 0 � cA(or

cB) � 1=3 � cA(or cB) � 1=2 implies (Search, Pass), 3. cA; cB 2 [1=3; 1=2] implies

(Pass, Pass). By restricting our attention to the �rst case we would expect that both

subjects search in the late-bidding treatment. However, this should not be case in

the early-bidding treatment.

First we focus on the early-bidding treatment. Our theoretical predictions suggest

that subjects�search behavior is 1. consistent with the predictions of EBC equilibrium

if the bidder who paused also searches and her opponent passes, 2. consistent with

EBRC equilibrium if the bidder who paused also searches, and 3. consistent with

LB equilibrium if the bidders�search decisions are independent of who paused the

auction. To address this question we split the sample into two groups: 1. the �paused

group,�refers to all subjects that paused the auction and the �remained group,�refers

to the all remaining subjects, i.e., those that did not pause.

Figure (2.1) shows that those subjects who paused the auction also searched in
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Figure 2.1. Search Proportions
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substantially larger proportion than those who did not pause. Each bar represents

an average of 5 sessions. Using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test we verify that the bars

of the same color are indeed signi�cantly di¤erent from each other. The Z statistic

is 2.611 for both full and restricted samples, i.e., both di¤erences are signi�cant on

1% level.7 This indicates that subjects�search behavior corresponds to predictions of

ECB equilibrium.

Next, we compare search behavior between treatments. In the late-bidding treat-

ment we expect that subjects�search behavior forms a random pattern with higher

weight on searching. In the restricted sample we expect nearly all subjects to search.

On the other hand, in the early-bidding treatment we don�t have only a single pre-

diction. Subjects�behavior could correspond to one of three equilibria (EBC, EBRC

and LB). We have already found that subjects condition their search decisions on

whether they paused the auction in a way that is consistent with EBC equilibrium.

Another prediction of ECB equilibrium is that in a given auction a bidder with the

lower search cost should search and her opponent pass. It is worth mentioning that

this prediction relies on an existence of a bidding function, i.e., in EBC equilibrium

the bidding function relates private search costs and equilibrium search decisions.8

To observe the treatment e¤ect we again split the sample into two groups: 1. the

7Table (2.5) in the Appendix shows the results of the test.
8A Figure (2.4) in the Appendix shows individual pause decisions.
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Table 2.1. Search Proportions

Lowcost group Highcost group Lowcost group Highcost group

LB treatment 0.796 0.553 0.847 0.737

EB treatment 0.783 0.408 0.857 0.582

Z statistic 0.000 1.781* 0.212 1.776*

Full Sample Restricted Sample

The Z statistic corresponds to the Wicoxon ranksum test for comparison of two populations. Marks *, ** indicate
significance on 10% and 5% level respsctively for onetailed test.

�low-cost group�and the �high-cost�group. For each auction we include the subject

with the lower search cost into the low-cost group and the subject with the higher

search cost into the high-cost group. Notice that this time the groups depend on costs

rather than on who paused the auction. This is because there are no pause decisions

in the late-biding treatment so we cannot use this criterion to observe a treatment

e¤ect.

Table (2.1) shows for each treatment a proportion of subjects who searched. In

accordance with our expectations there are no di¤erences in search behavior in the

low-cost group for either sample. However, there are signi�cant di¤erences in the

high-cost group. The high-cost group subjects in the EB treatment search with lower

frequency than their counterparts in the LB treatment. We con�rmed these �ndings

by performing Wilcoxon rank-sum test and found the di¤erence to be signi�cant in

each of the high-cost group.

One might argue that the comparison of the average search proportions between

treatments in the Table (2.1) relies on the assumption that the total number of sub-

jects who searched in each treatment is the same. To account for possible di¤erences,

in Table (2.2) we only looked at those subjects in each treatment who searched. Con-

ditional on searching we compare the proportions of low-cost and high-cost groups

between treatments.

The di¤erence in search proportions between the EB and LB treatment are con-
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Table 2.2. Group Proportions Conditional on Search

Lowcost group Highcost group Lowcost group Highcost group

LB treatment 0.796 0.553 0.847 0.737

EB treatment 0.783 0.408 0.857 0.582

Z statistic 0 1.781* 0 1.776*

Full Sample Restricted Sample

The Z statistic corresponds to the Wicoxon ranksum test for comparison of two populations. Marks *, ** indicate
significance on 10% and 5% level respsctively for onetailed test.

sistent with our expectations. The EBC equilibrium implies that only subjects in the

low-cost group should search. This is not the case in the LB treatment where we

expect to see equal number of high- and low-cost subjects searching. The di¤erence

is indeed signi�cant on 5% level.

Coordinated Outcomes:

Next we examine the outcomes of searching decisions in individual auctions. Our

conjecture is that the main role of early bidding is in helping bidders decide who

should search and who should not. In line with Hypothesis 1, in EB treatment the

subjects should behave as if they coordinated their search decisions. In the EBC

equilibrium, for example, the subject with the lower cost pauses the auction and

searches while the other subject passes. Since our earlier results indicate that subjects�

search behavior more closely resembles the EBC equilibrium rather than the EBRC

equilibrium we should observe signi�cantly more coordinated outcomes of this type

in the EB treatment than in the LB treatment. To check this conjecture we construct

the following index. Each auction in which we observe that the subject with the lower

search cost searched and her opponent passed is assigned 1. All other auctions are

assigned 0. Then, we compute averages for each period and each treatment.

The per-period averages for each treatment are displayed in Figure (2.2). If the

early bidding had no e¤ect on how subjects searched for outside prices, than these

sequences would not di¤er. However, one can easily see that the EB sequence lies
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Figure 2.2. Proportions of Coordinated Outcomes
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Table 2.3. Proportions of Coordinated Outcomes

Coord. Coord. & Rev. Coord

LB treatment 0.343 0.443 0.231 0.352

EB treatment 0.507 0.638 0.378 0.479

Z statistic 1.991** 2.432** 2.402** 1.467

Full Sample Restricted Sample

Coord. Coord. & Rev. Coord

The Z statistic corresponds to the Wicoxon ranksum test for comparison of two populations. Marks *, ** indicate
significance on 10% and 5% level respsctively for onetailed test.

almost always above the LB sequence. To test the Hypothesis 1 we use a conservative

Wilcoxon rank-sum test (one-tailed) and treat each session as a data-point, i.e., for

each session we average across periods. Table (2.3) reports treatment averages and

corresponding Z values.

The results (Table 2.3, columns one and three) show that treatment di¤erences are

signi�cant at 5% level. This is consistent with our expectations. For completeness we

produce the same comparisons (columns two and four) for an index which takes into

consideration both types of coordination: the coordination that occurs in the EBC

equilibrium (search, pass) and the coordination that occurs in the EBRC equilibrium

(pass, search). In a full sample there is still signi�cantly higher portion of coordinated

outcomes in the EB treatment than in the LB treatment. However, the di¤erence is
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Figure 2.3. E¢ ciency Index by Period
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not signi�cant in the restricted sample.

E¢ ciency:

We have demonstrated that early bidding e¤ects searching behavior in a particular

way: bidders frequently behave as if they coordinated their search decisions. This

often leads to outcomes where the bidder with the lower search cost searches and

the other bidder passes. It is precisely this type of behavior that maximizes social

surplus. Hypothesis 2 states that EB treatment should generate higher total surplus

than the LB treatment. Moreover, according to our theoretical predictions both the

buyers and the seller(s) are better o¤ than in the LB treatment. Figure (2.3) shows

treatment averages by period.

In most periods the EB treatment sequence is slightly higher than the LB sequence.

This suggests that the surplus in EB treatment is slightly higher than in the LB

treatment. We test this di¤erence by employing the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (one-

tailed) applied to session averages and session medians.

The data are displayed in Table (2.4) along with relevant Z values. Both mea-

sures of central tendency (means and medians) yield signi�cant treatment di¤erence

on the 10% level. The session medians in addition allow an interesting comparison of
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Table 2.4. E¢ ciency

Treatment / LB EB LB EB LB EB
Session (LB eq.) (EBC eq.) (LB eq.) (EBC eq.) (LB eq.) (EBC eq.)

1 3.53
(3.65)

3.54
(3.84)

3.71
(3.74)

3.75
(3.86)

(Search, Search)
(Search, Search)

(Pass, Search) ‡
(Search, Pass)

2 3.52
(3.54)

3.49
(3.84)

3.67
(3.79)

3.75
(3.86)

(Search, Search)
(Search, Search)

(Pass, Search) ‡
(Search, Pass)

3 3.59
(3.65)

3.67
(3.84)

3.73
(3.74)

3.765
(3.88)

(Search, Search)
(Search, Search)

(Search, Pass) †
(Search, Pass)

4 3.48
(3.65)

3.66
(3.84)

3.72
(3.74)

3.75
(3.86)

(Search, Search)
(Search, Search)

(Search, Pass) †
(Search, Pass)

5 3.47
(3.65)

3.62
(3.84)

3.76
(3.74)

3.74
(3.88)

(Pass, Search) ‡
(Search, Search)

(Search, Pass) †
(Search, Pass)

Mean 3.52 3.60 3.72 3.75  

Z statistic  

The Z statistic corresponds to the Wicoxon ranksum test for comparison of two populations. Marks *, **
indicate significance on 10% and 5% level respsctively for onetailed test.
† denotes ECBtype coordination outcome
‡ denotes ECRBtype coordination outcome

Means Medians Search Patterns at Median

1.798* 1.776*

the search patterns that occurred at each median. These are shown in the last two

columns of Table (2.4). Notice that in the EB treatment all outcomes are coordi-

nated. Three of them (sessions 3, 4 and 5) are in terms of total surplus the �rst-best

(e¢ cient) outcomes and the remaining two are the second-best outcomes. On the

other hand the LB treatment has only a single session where the median corresponds

to a coordinated search pattern. In all other LB sessions the search pattern corre-

sponds to (LB) equilibrium prediction, i.e., both bidders search.9 In summary, our

results are consistent with the predictions given by the LB and EBC equilibria for

LB and EB treatment respectively. With the same breath we also have to say that

the di¤erences between treatments are not very substantial which we believe could

be improved by having more sessions and/or by giving subjects more experience with

the experimental environment.

9Frequencies of all search patterns could be found in the Table (2.6) in the Appendix.
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2.4 Discussion

In this paper we studied how early bidding in auctions a¤ects the way individuals

search for alternatives. We were motivated by recent empirical evidence that points to

a large portion of early bidding in Internet auctions. Whether early bidding is just a

cheap talk or whether it serves more sophisticated purpose is a question we attempted

to answer. We build on a theory by Vadovic (2006) which asserts that early bidding

may play an important role in facilitating bidders search for outside alternatives while

they are bidding in the auction. Results of our experiments support this theory. We

present the evidence that early bidding has a signi�cant impact on bidders�search for

alternatives. More importantly, bidders behavior is in many respects similar to our

theoretical predictions.

Early bidding allows bidders to behave as if they coordinated their search deci-

sions. We �nd that substantial portion of the subjects in the early-bidding treatment

behaved in this way The bidder who was outbid early in the auction searched while

the other one did not. This behavior also often resulted in an e¢ cient search such

that the bidder with the lower search-cost searched and the other bidder did not. On

the other hand, subjects in the late-bidding treatment searched in a di¤erent manner,

i.e., with high frequency both of them searched. In general, subjects behavior is to

a large extent consistent with our expectations and gives support to our equilibrium

predictions.

This paper has provided an evidence that bidders can behave strategically even

in the early part of the auction. Hence, early bidding does not have to solely re�ect

myopia or inexperience on the part of bidders. Our results suggest that early bidding

often causes bidders to search as if they coordinated their search decisions. This has

implications for the e¢ ciency of the auction environment. If bidders search in this

way, then they increase total surplus from trading. We provide evidence that total

surplus in the early-bidding treatment where subjects frequently search in this way is
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higher on average than in the late-biddnig treatment. This lead us to recommend that

sellers use policies that promote early bidding, such as the use of dynamic auctions

rather than sealed bid formats or lower reserve prices.
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Table 2.5. Search Conditional on Pausing

Behavior /
Session

Paused &
searched

Remained &
searched

Paused &
searched

Remained &
searched

1 0.825 0.388 0.886 0.545

2 0.713 0.475 0.773 0.591

3 0.950 0.217 1.000 0.647

4 0.913 0.275 1.000 0.341

5 0.933 0.267 1.000 0.412

Mean 0.867 0.324 0.932 0.507

Z statistic 2.611*** 2.643***

The Z statistic corresponds to the Wicoxon ranksum test for
comparison of two populations.

Mark *** indicates significance on 1% level for onetailed test.

Full sample Restricted sample

Figure 2.4. Paused Prices
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Table 2.6. Summary of Search Patterns

Treatment /
Session LB EB LB EB LB EB LB EB

1 0.337 0.455 0.05 0.076 0.513 0.342 0.1 0.127

2 0.333 0.36 0.111 0.147 0.463 0.346 0.093 0.147

3 0.295 0.603 0.026 0.12 0.628 0.225 0.051 0.052

4 0.298 0.534 0.13 0.16 0.442 0.253 0.13 0.053

5 0.415 0.509 0.104 0.153 0.312 0.271 0.169 0.067

Mean 0.336 0.492 0.084 0.131 0.472 0.287 0.109 0.089

Search
pattern:

(lowcost,
highcost)

Search, Pass Pass, Search Search, Search Pass, Pass
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Instructions:

EB Treatment:

Welcome to the experiment. The purpose of this experiment is to study decision

making in an auction market. Please read these instructions carefully.

Before the experiment begins you will be given an initial amount of $1.00 experi-

mental dollars. At the end of the experiment you will see the total amount that you

earned in the experiment next to the label �total pro�t.�You will be paid 80% of

that amount, i.e., the formula is

US dollar amount you get = (total experimental dollars) * 0.8.

If your total pro�t is negative you will get zero for the experiment.

You will participate in a series of 30 periods. In each period you will be one of 2

buyers in a market. All buyers (including you) value a single object at $2.00. If you

buy the object you will earn $2.00 minus the price you pay.

In each period one of the following will happen: you will

1. buy the object in the Auction and pay the Auction Price, or

2. buy the object for the Outside Price, or

3. not buy the object.

1. Auction:

Both buyers will participate in an auction. You will begin the period by clicking

the �Start Auction�button. After both buyers have started the auction the auction

price will begin to rise continuously by 2 cents per second.
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The auction ends and the price stops increasing when one of the buyers clicks the

�Exit Auction�button. If you exit then your opponent will win the auction and buy

the object for the price at which you exited. Similarly, if instead your opponent exits,

then you will win the auction and buy the object for the price at which she exited.

2. Outside Price:

This is a price that you can use to buy the object once you have exited the auction.

The Outside Price is determined randomly from numbers between $0.00 and $2.00.

This means that all prices between $0.00 and $2.00 are equally likely to be the Outside

Price.

The Outside Price is not available to you (you cannot use it or see it) unless you

pay your personal Cost to learn its value. Your Cost is randomly chosen from numbers

between $0.00 and $1.00. In each period you observe only your own Cost and not

that of your opponent, which may be di¤erent from yours. You only know that the

Cost of your opponent was selected in a same manner as yours, i.e., randomly from

numbers between $0.00 and $1.00.

The Outside Price is the same for both buyers. This means that if both, you and

your opponent, decide to learn the Outside Price both of you will be given the same

price.

Pausing the Auction and Learning the Outside Price:

You can learn the Outside Price only during the time when the auction is paused.

The auction can be paused only once - by you or by your opponent. To pause the

auction click the �Pause Auction�button. When the auction is paused both buyers

will get the chance to pay their Costs and learn the Outside Price.

If you want to learn the Outside Price click �Yes� button. Then, the Outside

Price will appear on your screen.
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If you don�t want to learn the Outside Price click the �No�button.

Who Pauses the Auction Matters.

If you pause the auction, then you can exit at any time while the auction is

paused � the �Exit Auction� button is available to you. If instead your opponent

pauses the auction, then you cannot exit until both buyers resume the auction �the

�Exit Auction�button is not available to you while the auction is paused.

Your Earnings:

Your earnings will depend on what you do and what your opponent does.

1. If your opponent exits the auction.

Your earnings are:

You have learned the Outside Price You haven�t learned the Outside Price
$2.00 �Auction Price �Cost $2.00 �Auction Price

2. If you exit the auction.

Your earnings are:

You have learned the Outside Price You haven�t learned the Outside Price
$2.00 �Outside Price �Cost $0.00
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LB Treatment:

Welcome to the experiment. The purpose of this experiment is to study decision

making in an auction market. Please read these instructions carefully.

Before the experiment begins you will be given an initial amount of $1.00 experi-

mental dollars. At the end of the experiment you will see the total amount that you

earned in the experiment next to the label �total pro�t.�You will be paid 80% of

that amount, i.e., the formula is

US dollar amount you get = (total experimental dollars) * 0.8.

If your total pro�t is negative you will get zero for the experiment.

You will participate in a series of 30 periods. In each period you will be one of 2

buyers in a market. All buyers (including you) value a single object at $2.00. If you

buy the object you will earn $2.00 minus the price you pay.

In each period one of the following will happen: you will

1. buy the object in the Auction and pay the Auction Price, or

2. buy the object for the Outside Price, or

3. not buy the object.

1. Auction:

Both buyers will participate in an auction. You will begin the period by clicking

the �Start Auction�button. After both buyers have started the auction the auction

price will begin to rise continuously by 2 cents per second.

The auction ends and the price stops increasing when one of the buyers clicks the

�Exit Auction�button. If you exit then your opponent will win the auction and buy

the object for the price at which you exited. Similarly, if instead your opponent exits,

then you will win the auction and buy the object for the price at which she exited.
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2. The Outside Price:

This is a price that you can use to buy the object once you have exited the auction.

The Outside Price is determined randomly from numbers between $0.00 and $2.00.

This means that all prices between $0.00 and $2.00 are equally likely to be the Outside

Price.

The Outside Price is not available to you (you cannot use it or see it) unless you

pay your personal Cost to learn its value. Your Cost is randomly chosen from numbers

between $0.00 and %0.50. In each period you observe only your own Cost and not

that of your opponent, which may be di¤erent from yours. You only know that the

Cost of your opponent was selected in a same manner as yours, i.e., randomly from

numbers between $0.00 and $0.50.

The Outside Price is the same for both buyers. This means that if both, you and

your opponent, decide to learn the Outside Price both of you will be given the same

price.

Sequence of Decisions:

1. If you click �Yes�you will learn the Outside Price and you will be charged your

personal Cost. If you click �No�then you will not learn the Outside Price.

2. Start the Auction by clicking �Start�: The Auction Price will begin rising.

3. If you click on �Exit� then you will exit the auction and you will pay the

Outside Price only if you have previously learned it. Otherwise you will get zero. If

your opponent exits the auction, then you are the auction winner and you will get

the object for the Auction Price.

Your Earnings:

Your earnings will depend on what you do and what your opponent does.
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1. If your opponent exits the auction:

Your earnings are:

You have learned the Outside Price You haven�t learned the Outside Price
$2.00 �Auction Price �Cost $2.00 �Auction Price

2. If you exit the auction.

Your earnings are:

You have learned the Outside Price You haven�t learned the Outside Price
$2.00 �Outside Price �Cost $0.00
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Proofs of Propositions.

Notation: bidders fA;Bg; personal search cost, ci; outside price q; paused auction

price p1; current auction price p.

Proposition 3: Consider two bidders A and B. There are two Bayesian-perfect,

symmetric equilibria that produce early bidding: Early-bidding equilibrium with co-

ordination (EBC) and Early-bidding equilibrium with reverse coordination (EBRC).

The two equilibria have a common structure (i), (ii) and (iii) and di¤er only in part

(ii):

(i) In both equilibria a bidder i (i 2 fA;Bg) with private search cost ci pauses

the auction when the price reaches 2
p
ci.

(ii)

a) In EBC equilibrium once the auction is paused, the bidder who has paused

the auction searches and the other bidder passes (does not search).

b) In EBRC equilibrium once the auction is paused, the bidder who has

paused the auction passes (does not search) and the other bidder searches.

(iii) In both equilibria any bidder exits the auction when her next best alternative

becomes more attractive, i.e., if a bidder has searched then she exits when the auction

price reaches the outside price and if she has not searched then she exits when the

auction price reaches her valuation 2.

Proof (a sketch):

The proof is broken into three parts. We analyze each decision in sequence starting

at the end of the game. First we look at the decision to exit the auction, then at

the decision to search or pass and �nally at the decision to pause the auction. We

present the arguments from the point of view of the bidder A, since the equilibrium

is symmetric and all claims automatically apply to bidder B as well.
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(iii) Decision to exit the auction:

The auction can be exited once both bidders have made their decisions to search

or pass. Suppose �rst that bidder A has paused the auction at price p1. This has an

e¤ect that she now can exit the auction at anytime while if bidder B wishes to exit she

has to wait until the auction is resumed again. Suppose further that A has searched

and observes the outside price q. If the outside price is below the paused auction

price, q � p1; bidder A best responds by exiting the auction and paying q: In the

other case, q > p1; by application of the standard Vickrey (1961) argument, bidder

A�s best response is to resume the auction and exit precisely when the auction price

reaches her best alternative (the outside price), i.e., when q � p. If A has passed,

then she does not observe q and hence her best response is to stay in the auction until

the price reaches her value 2.

The second case occurs when A is not the one who paused the auction. This

means that she cannot exit immediately, only when the auction is resumed by both

bidders. Therefore, in the case when she searched and q � p1 her best course of action

is to exit as soon as the auction is resumed. In all other cases, her best response is

identical to the case above in which A has paused the auction.

Loosely speaking, bidder has a best response to exit the auction when the auction

price reaches her best alternative, i.e., her valuation if she has not searched and the

outside price if she has searched.

(ii) a) Decision to search or pass: Early-Bidding equilibrium with coordination.

Suppose bidder B follows the behavior prescribed by the EBC equilibrium in

Proposition 1. Consider two cases: 1) bidder A has paused the auction and 2) bidder

A has not paused the auction.

Case 1) Suppose bidder A has paused the auction at price p1. This means that B is

passing. Bidder A realizes that B will not exit the auction until the price reaches her

valuation 2 and hence, if A passes as well, both bidders will exit at price 2 (bidders�
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common valuation). In that case one of them buys the object and pays 2 and the

other does not buy the object. However, both earn zero payo¤. If A searches instead,

she pays her search cost cA and observes the outside price q which is distributed

uniformly on the interval [0; 2]. Given the optimal exit decision she will exit right

away if q � p1 and wait until the auction price reaches q when q > p1. In either case

she will end up paying q. Her expected payo¤ from searching is given byZ 2

0

(2� q)1
2
dq � cA = 1� cA: (2.1)

Observe that 1� cA > 0 since cA 2 [0; 1=2] and hence, bidder A�s best response is to

search.

Case 2) Suppose bidder A waited, i.e., was not the one who paused the auction,

and the auction was paused at price p1. Then, she beliefs that bidderB is searching. If

A also searches she pays her search cost cA and observes the outside price q. However,

in the case when q � p1, since she was not the one who paused the auction, she cannot

exit the auction right away in order to claim q. Instead, bidder B exits the auction an

pays q while A becomes the auction winner and pays the auction price p1. If q > p1;

then both bidders A and B resume the auction and both exit when the auction price

reaches q. Hence, bidder A�s payo¤ from searching is given byZ p1

0

(2� p1)
1

2
dq +

Z p1

0

(2� q)1
2
dq � cA = 1�

p21
4
� cA: (2.2)

If she does not search then she remains in the auction until the price reaches her

valuation 2. Bidder B behaves in the same way as before, i.e., exits the auction right

away when q � p1 and exits at price q when q > p1. Therefore, in either case A

becomes the auction winner and pays p1 in the former case and q in the latter case.

Her payo¤ form passing is given byZ p1

0

(2� p1)
1

2
dq +

Z p1

0

(2� q)1
2
dq = 1� p

2
1

4
: (2.3)

Notice that (2.2) is less than (2.3), which implies that passing is the best response.
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To summarize, bidder A best responds by searching when she paused the auction

and passes when it was her opponent who paused.

(ii) b) Decision to search or pass: Early-Bidding equilibrium with reverse coordi-

nation.

The arguments are virtually identical to (ii) a) with some slight di¤erences there-

fore we only highlight the di¤erences. Assume that bidder B follows the behavior

prescribed by the EBRC equilibrium in Proposition 1. We consider two cases: 1)

bidder A has paused the auction and 2) bidder A has not paused the auction.

Case 1) Suppose bidder A has paused the auction at price p1. Then, she believes

that B will search. If A searches as well she pays the search cost and observes the

outside price. If q � p1 bidder A exits right away and pays q and if q > p1 both biders

resume the auction and exit when the auction price reaches q. Hence in both cases

A pays q and her expected payo¤ is 1 � cA. If she passes instead then she does not

observe the outside price and would remain in the auction until the price reaches 2.

In this case both bidders resume the auction. Since B has searched, then if q � p1

she exits right after the auction was resumed and if q > p1 she will exit as soon as

the auction price reaches q: Therefore, bidder A pays p1 in the former and q in the

later case. Her expected payo¤ is 1� p21=4. Hence, she best responds by passing if

1� p
2
1

4
� 1� cA (2.4)

and searches when the inequality is reversed. Since in equilibrium A pauses the

auction at the price p1 = 2
p
cA after substituting in (2.4) we obtain equality, i.e., A

best responds by passing.

Case 2) Suppose bidder A waited, i.e., was not the one who paused the auction,

and the auction was paused at price p1. Then, bidder A beliefs that B is passing.

Hence if she passes as well both bidders would exit the auction at price 2 and she

would get zero payo¤. On the other hand if she searches then she pays the search cost
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cA and exits the auction at the instance when the auction price exceeds the outside

price, i.e., when p1 � q. She end up paying the outside price and her payo¤ is 1� cA.

Since this payo¤ is greater than zero her best response is to search.

(i) Decision to pause the auction:

Assume that once the auction is paused both bidders follow the equilibrium play

as described by Proposition 1. The decision to pause the auction at a particular

auction price p1 means that a bidder A�s expected continuation payo¤ will be given

by (2.1), i.e., 1� cA. If she does not pause, then the auction could be paused by the

other bidder, B, and in that case A�s expected continuation payo¤ is given by (2.3),

i.e., 1 � p21=4. If B also waits then the decision problem repeats at a slightly higher

auction price p1+ ", where " is the auction price increment and is assumed to be very

small. When both bidders pause at the same price p1 then one of them is randomly

chosen to be the bidder who paused.

The optimal policy for bidder A is to wait as long as (2.3) is greater than (2.1)

and pause the auction when the opposite is true, i.e., A pauses when

1� p
2
1

4
� 1� cA: (2.5)

Observe that when p1 = 0 the left hand side of (2.5) is 1 and 1 � 1�cA. When p1 = 2

then the left hand side is 0 and 0 < 1�cA. Furthermore, since 1�p21=4 monotonically

decreases in p1 by Intermediate Value theorem we can �nd a p1 at which (2.5) holds

with equality.

The argument for why this is a best response is simple. We will illustrate it by

way of example. Suppose the auction price is su¢ ciently low so that 1�p21=4 > 1�cA.

Bidder A has to decide whether to pause the auction or wait. If she pauses she gets

1 � cA. If she waits then if bidder B decides to pause she may get 1 � p21=4 and be

better o¤. However, bidder B may also wait in which case the auction price increases

by a smallest increment to p1+" and the decision problem repeats. As before, bidder
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A can secure 1 � cA by pausing. The important observation here is that as long as

1� p21=4 > 1� cA bidder A can only gain by waiting but cannot do worse than what

she can guarantee by pausing, i.e., 1� cA. Hence it is an optimal strategy for bidder

A to wait until the auction price reaches the value at which A is indi¤erent about

which of the two bidders pauses the auction, i.e., when

1� p
2
1

4
= 1� cA

p1 = 2
p
cA:

At that moment she pauses. �

Proposition 2: Consider two bidders A and B. There is a Bayesian-perfect,

symmetric equilibrium that produces late bidding. In the equilibrium each bidder

i (i 2 fA;Bg) pauses the auction right away, i.e., at price 0. Once the auction is

paused, a bidder searches when her search cost is relatively low, i.e., ci � 1=3, and

passes when her search cost is relatively high, i.e., ci > 1=3. Any bidder exits the

auction when her next best alternative becomes more attractive, i.e., if a bidder has

searched then she exits when the auction price reaches the outside price and if she

has not searched then she exits when the auction price reaches her valuation 2.

Proof:

(iii) Decision to exit the auction:

See part (iii) of Proposition 1.

(ii) Decision to search or pass:

Suppose bidder B follows the behavior prescribed by Proposition 2. Since B

paused the auction right away the paused auction price is zero. Furthermore B is

searching if cB � 1=3 and passing if cB > 1=3. Therefore, if bidder A searches she

pays her search cost cA and she exits the auction at the moment when the auction

price reaches the outside price q. Her expected payo¤ from searching is

1� cA:
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If she passes then she will not exit the auction until the price reaches 2. However, if

cB � 1=3, which happens with probability 2=3, then B searches and exits the auction

at the outside price. If cB > 1=3, which happens with probability 1=3, then B passes

and both bidders exit the auction at price 2, i.e., both get zero payo¤. Hence A�s

expected payo¤ from passing is

2

3

Z 2

0

(2� x)1
2
dx =

2

3
:

Bidder A will best respond by searching if 1� cA � 2=3, i.e., when cA � 1=3.

(i) Decision to pause the auction:

This part is quite simple. We assume that bidder B follows the strategy given by

Proposition 2. Then, since B pauses the auction right away the auction pauses at

price zero. Any decision by bidder A to wait longer is irrelevant. A strategy to pause

the auction right away, i.e., at price zero, is immune to unilateral deviation. �

Proposition 1: Consider two bidders A and B. There is a Bayesian-perfect,

symmetric equilibrium that produces late bidding. In the equilibrium each bidder i

(i 2 fA;Bg) searches when her search cost is relatively low, i.e., ci � 1=3, and passes

when her search cost is relatively high, i.e., ci > 1=3. Any bidder exits the auction

when her next best alternative becomes more attractive, i.e., if a bidder has searched

then she exits when the auction price reaches the outside price and if she has not

searched then she exits when the auction price reaches her valuation 2.

Proof:

(iii) Decision to exit the auction:

See part (iii) of Proposition 1.

(ii) Decision to search or pass:

See part (ii) of Proposition 2. �
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